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The literature of the last few decades _centains reperts ef severe 
pressure. and flow escillatiens eccurring spontaneously during heat .. 
transfer to a fluid at both subcritical and supercritical pressures. 
Altheugh the -0scillatory behavior has been studied rather extensively . 
due tQ its technological significance, a satisf_actory understanding ef 
the phenomenon has net been obtained. 
The_ purpose of this study is to investigate the unstable behavier 
of a heat .transfer.loop eperating at a supercritical pressure. The 
oscillatory behavior is shown ta be anale&ous to two types of mere. 
cemmonly encountered; systems • ., The mechanism which triggers and main-
tains the .oscillations is postulated. The results contribute. an i-n-
sight into the physical nature of the instabilities,. which can be used 
to explain many of the c;,scillations which have been reported withaut 
explanation, and to dispel-some ,of the apparently erroneous ,theories. 
which have appeared. 
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For several decades an aura of mystery has surrounded the .be-
havior of a. substance near, its. therm,odynamic critical point. Early· 
attempts to measure thermodynamic prqperties in this regidn yielded 
results which varied, with experimental method due to the la:rge vari-
ation of·properties which occur· and to the difficulty of achieving 
an equilibrium ·State within the sample. These early results led to 
the ,development of contradictory concepts regarding the behavior of .. 
a substance near the critical point. As more sophisticated experi-
mental techniques; were devt;!loped, many of the discrepancies were ex-. 
plained and a generally accepted ,pattern of thermodynamic bellavior 
emerged. A similar sttuation exiSts today regarding the measurement 
of reliable transport;properties near the critical point. 
In recent years~· studies of heat transfer to :fluids near their 
critical point have revealed another anomaly. Reports of .severe 
pressllre and. flow oscillations spontaneously accompanying the tra~s-
fe;.r of .heat in thi.s rC?gion have acc~ulated, although a plausible ex-
planation of·the phenomena has not-been adyanced, The purpose of this 
study.is to investigate tqis unstable behavior, which occurs in con"".' 
nection with the transfer of heat to a fluid near its. :thermodynamic 
··. critical point. 
1 
2 
A better understanding of such instabilities is required in 
several fields. A fluid near its critical point possesses the de-
sirable properties of a.large specific heat, which favors the trans-
port of energy, and a large coefficient of thermalexpansion, which 
may be regarded.as the driving force of free convection. Hence a 
fluid's properties near the critical state make it an efficient heat 
transfer medium under the proper conditions. This c~pahility has 
been used, with favorable results, for the cooling of gas turbine~,, 
blades. The demand for increased efficiency of power generation. 
plants has generated interest in employing supercritical water as a 
coolant, in order to increase the thermal efficiency of the plant. 
Several conventional steam power plants have been designed and built 
for operation at supercritical pressures. ·The design of a ~uper-
critical nuclear reactor power system has been considered. Another 
example of heat transfer to a supe_:J::<:!~;itJ{!.aJ fluid .is in. the modern 
.rocket motor. The chamber pressures frequently exceed the critical 
pressure of the fuel, particularly when such fuels as liquid hydrogen 
; 
are employed. Hence, a knowledge of instabilities which are associ-
ated with heat-transfer to a flu;id near its critical point is essen-
tial to present day technology. 
In order to gain a better basic.knowledge of the instabilities, 
a heat transfer loop was assembled which could operate by either 
natural or forced convection. The loop was instr~ented sq that an 
adequate record of the transient behavior was obtained. It was hoped 
that a better understanding of the microscopic behavior of ·a substance-
near the critical state might be gained by an examination of the 
3. 
macrescopic experimental results, utilizing the knowledge and tecl).-
niques which have evolved from.the study of more conventional and 
familiar systems. The·results o:l; such an examination are presented in. 
succeeding chapters. Analogies between the transient behavior and 
more conventional systems are drawn which may_ aid in -the understanding 
of the phenomenon. 
Definition and Properties 
In order to understand what is happening during heat transfer to 
a supercritical·fluid, it is necessary to consider the change.of prop-
erties which is occurring in the neighberhood of -the critical point 
and above. The crit:i,cal .pressure of a fluid. is, by definition,. the 
upper limiting pressure at which the liquid· .and vapor phase, may co-
e~ist in equilibrium. Therefore, at critical pressures or above only· 
a single-phase is present at equilibrium conditions. The cr_itical 
temperatul;'e is similarly defined. The critical.point is at the inter-
section of the critical temperature and critical pressure. Val~es e:l; 
representative critical point data.for various substances.are shown. 
in Table L 
Alcohol 
Ammonia 












































Several interesting property variations occur at the critical 
point. Theoretically, the specific heat at constant pressure and the 
coefficient of thermal expansion approach infinity. This behavior 
may be considered to be a consequence of the fact that the critical 
point is the upper limit in which boiling occurs. The latent heat of 
vaporization approaches zero at the critical point, and the specific 
volume of the saturated liquid and gaseous phases converge. At a 
pressure infinitesimally smaller than the critical, it is possible to 
increase the enthalpy by an infinitesimal amount equal to the latent 
heat while the temperature remains constant. Simultaneously an in-
finitesimal volume increase occurs. Consequently, the specific heat 
and coefficient of thermal expansion assume infinite values below the 
critical pressure. A sharp finite maximum in the specific heat and 
coefficient of thermal expansion exists at pressures greater than 




















Fig. 1. Specific Heat of Freon 114 at 500 psia 
5 
that either property has·an infinite value in a supercritic~l-state. 
The supercritical temperature at which the maximum specific heat 
occurs is designated the pseudocritical temperature,· following ,the 
terminology ·of Goldmann (1). The pseudocritical temperature increases 
with pressure while the magnitude.of the maximum specific qe~t de-: 
creases as in.Fig. 2. 
Consider the changes.of properties which occur as heat is added 
to a unit ma!;ls of a substance whose initial temperature is below the 
pseudocritical temperature -at a constant supercritical pre·ssure as 
shown in Figs. 1 through 4. Initially the properties resemble those 
of a liquid; the density decreases slightly with the addition of heat, 
the specific heat is almost constant, and both the viscosity and._ 
thermal conductivity decrease with temperature. Such a. state will be · 
de.signated pseudoliquid, as shown in Fig. 2, Such a designatien is 
purely arbitrary. Actually, a pseudoliquid cannot be distinguished 
from ·a subcooled liquid by any means.other than the reference to the 
critical paint. _As the fluid is heated through the pseudocritical 
temperature, the density of the fluid decreases most r~pidly with a 
small change of .temperature, At a temperature above the ps:eudGk-
critical, the density variation resembles a gas-like behavio.r and the 
viscosity and thermal conductivity reach a minimulil and then begin to 
increase with temperature as is characteristic of most gases. Such a. 
state will be designated pseudovapor as shown in Fig •. 2. It is seen 
that a distinct analogy exists between passing throu_gh the pseudo-
critical temperature at a supercritic.al pressure and boiling at sub-
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Fig. 4. Enthalpy of Freon 114 at 500 psia 
400 
8 
the substance does not separate into two phases in equilibrium, and the 
relatively smaller volume and enthalpy increase requires a finite 
temperature change. 
Another property which is of interest in compressible fl;ow prob-
lems is the sonic velocity. The sonic velocity decreases from a 
rather high value in the pseudoliquid region to a minimum at the 
pseudocritical temperature, and then increases to an intermediate 
value in the pseudovapor region. (Fig. 5). The values of the sonic 
velocity in the pseudovapor region were calculated for the Freon 114 
from the property data of Van Wieand Ebel (2) by Eq. (1.1). 
/ 144 =~~-v p s c (1.1) 
Since similar data .for the pseudoliquid region were available only at 
temperatui;es close to the pseudocritical, the values shown in the 
pseudoliquid region were partially obtained from:, the experimental 
data by a method which is discussed in Chapter V. The. sortie velocity 
varies approximately with the cube of the density in the compressed 
liquid region; a fact which furnishes a reasonal;>le check of the ex-
perimental values. It has also been found that carbon dioxide ex-
hibits results similar to those shown in Fig. 5 (.3). 
The variatioµ-of the thermal conductivity and viscosity near the 
pseudocritical temperature has not been definitely established. Many 
correlations show both transport properties decreasing smoothly 
through the pseudocritical temperature to a minimum at a temperature 
greater than the pseudocritica,1 (4). However, recent references (5,6) 

























Fig, 5, Sonic Velocity of Freon 114 at 500 psia 
400 
10 
pred,sion, show a cusplike maximum in, both pr~perties near the pseudo-
critical · temperature as shown qualitatively in Fig. 6. The-results 
depend, to some extent/ upon experimental method, and upen, the heating 
rates involved •. Simon and Eckert's results (5) for example, show the 
cusplike maximum vanishing as the heat rate is extrapolated to zero. 
The results, of Seng·ers and Michels (6) exhibit a maximum which is 
independent_of heat'rate at.similarly small.temperature differentials. 
Since both tests were reportedly conducted under conditions such that 
convection effects were negligible, it is difficult ·.to explain the 
phenomen~n. Obviously, this contradicticm must be reselved l:>efore 
a completely satisfactory understanding of near-,.critical transport 
pr~cess-es can be ·attained. 
Considerable insight.into the liquid-like and gas-like behavior 
of supercritical fluids may be gained by considering the molecular 
theory of fluids. In the gaseous region, the molecules are generally 
considered as having a freedom of motion over distances very large 
compared with their size, being affected by neighboring molecules 
only during momentary collisions. When the density of the gas is 
increased;. a point is reached when -the mean free path of the molecules 
is so small -that ·the molecules are affected by their -neighbors for .. 
an appreciable length of time causing deviation from a "perfect ga~" 
behavior. The close approach of the.molecules causes a.transitional 
approach to the liquid-like state, i.e., the ,molecules become grouped 
into clusters of pairs, triplet·s, etc., until the clusters are of 
microscopic size. The size of the clusters decreases with temperature 























Fig. 6. Qualitative Variation of Viscosity and Thermal 
Conductivity at a Supercritical Pressure 
11 
12 
composed of temporary clusters of molecules, dynamically in equilibri-
um with molecules which move independently, In .the liquid:-Hke region 
the molecules are considered to be grouped in cybotactic .clusters, 
i.e., a regularly oriented group of molecules resembling a crystal 
structure. 
When energy is added to a liquid-like fluid, the kinetic energy 
of the molecules is increased. The clusters tend to become smaller 
in size and spaced ·further apart. Below .the cr.itical pressure, a 
transition from the liquid to vapor state occurs at constant temper-
ature as energy is added. The cybotactic clusters break up allowing 
individual molecules to escape. The latent heat is a measu.re of the 
energy required to.effect.this transition. During this subcritical 
phase transition the fluid can.separate into distinct phases with the 
cybotactic clusters remaining in equilibrium with the individual 
molecules.. It is interesting to note that frequently an excess amount 
of energy or "superheat" is required to initiate the phase transition,. 
particularly if the fluid is contained in an especially smooth walled 
vessel. This indicates that nonequilibrium conditions. can exist at 
sub critical pressures. 
At pressures greater than the critical, a similar transition 
occurs. The high specific heat near the pseudocritical temperature 
is a macroscopic manifestation of the amount of energy required to 
cause the cybotactic clusters to break up, allowing the molecules to 
behave as a dense gas. The·large coefficient of thermal expansion is 
a measure of the density change during.this transition. During the. 
supercritical transition, the fluid does not separate into two phases 
in equilibrium. Rather, the.fluid approaches equilibrium as-a hotno-
gen.eous mixture-of the molecular groups. Judging from.reports of 
property measurements, several hours or.days .may be required for 
this equilibrium tq be ac::hf.eved. The large time required-to reach 
equilibrium is possibly.the cause for discrepancies ,in property 





A survey of the literature.covering spontaneous oscillatory heat 
transfer phenomena is presented. It was found that such oscillation.s 
have been frequently encountered, are of general .interest, but are nqt 
well understood, due to the lack of a satisfactory analytical model or 
physical explanation. Of particular significance to the present :J_n-
vestigation are the infrequent references to two different modes of 
oscillations. The first is of an acoustic nature, with frequencies de-
termined by the geometry of a resonating element. and the averag.e sonic· 
speed- within the resonator. The second is an.oscillation whose fre-
quency is comparable with the natural frequency of the system con-
sidered as a vibrating solid bedy. 
Single-Phase Supercritical Results 
The earliest reference describing oscillations during heat trans-
fer to a supercritical fluid appears in the 1939 German publication by 
Sclnnidt, Eckert, and Grigull (7). They were studying the heat trans-
fer. characteristics of ammonia at supercritical pressures in an ~xperi-
mental natural circulation loop. "Near the critical pressure both 
pressure and. temperature fluctuated very much in time, so· that measure-
ment in this region was made very difficult and in part impossible. 
14 
15 
These fluc.tuations appeared not only during heating but persisted 
hours a:l;terwards. In passing through the critical sta~e during heat-
ing, the pressure and temperature increase was retarded greatly be-
cause. of the increase of Band .c. At about the critical pressure, 
p 
the manometer pointer rose almost suddenly by about 5 atm." The 
authors did not attempt to study the oscillation in detail or to 
venture an opinion about its cause., It was concluded that there was 
a strong increase of heat transfer near the critical state character-
ized by an increase of the "apparent heat conductivity coefficient." 
However, the "apparent heat conductivity coefficient" was defined by 
the difference in inlet and outlet bulk temperatures, so care must be 
taken not to confuse the author's coefficient with one based on the 
temperature difference between the wall and fluid. 
Similar pressure fluctuations were encountered during natural 
circulation heat trans·fer to Freon 12 close to the critical state by 
Helman and Boggs (8). Pressure fluctuations on the order of 20 to 30 
psi were accompanied by an intense vibration of the test apparatus. 
The instability of operation was attributed to the rapid change of 
properties. 'l'he test results did not-show an appreciable increase in 
the heat transfer coefficient in the critical region, which was be-
lieved to be a logical consequence of the fact that the fluid flow 
rate is dependent on the heat transfer rate in a natural circulation 
loop. No mention was made of the behavior of the heat transfer co~ 
efficient during the vibrations. This type of behavior was also 
obse·rved during heat transfer to supercritical water by Van Putte and 
Grosh (9). 
16 
Goldmann (1) studied heat transfer t;o supercritical water.at 5000 
psi flowing at high mass flow·rates through small diameter (0.075-in. 
ID) tubes. The experimental work was· carried out on a classified 
project in 1952-1954. (10). Of special interest are observations of 
two distinctly different modes of heat transfer. For the llnormal" 
mode, the experimentaJ data compared quantitat.ively with analyses. 
The second mode was characterized by unexplainably high heat transfer 
coefficients and the presence of audible noises described as a 
whistle. The "whistle" occurred only at high heat fluxes and with 
bulk temperatures lower than the pseudocritical temperature. During 
the "whistle,"·the temperature of the last three inches of -an eight 
inch test section remained almost constant. Strain gauge measurements 
indicated a pressure variation in the test section of up to 1000 psi. 
The frequency of the sound varied from 1400 cps .to 2200 cps. Inlet 
temperature appeared to have the greatest effect on the frequency. A 
boiling-like mechanism in the supercritical fluid was postulated as 
the cause of the behavior. 
Goldmann (11) has considered several interesting mechanisms which 
could possibly account for the audible nois.es: 
a. breakdown of boundary layer by the· buildup of ripples similar 
to the breaking of ocean waves; 
b. sounds generated by Leidenfrost effect; 
c. sounds generated by the quenching of a hot solid in liquid; 
d. implosion of bubbles; 
e. rubbing surfaces. 
Apparently he di.d not consider that. the noise could be due ta acoustic 
tesenance in,the small diameter tubing, pessibly because th~ whistle 
17. 
could be produced in various test sections whose length varied between 
tw,o inches and eight inches. The reports do not mention whether the 
distance between the mixing chambers was varied substantially when tne 
test section was changed. If not, then the "whistling" phenomena 
appears to be an excellent example of pressure oscillations due to 
acoustic.resonance in the small diameter tubing. 
, The supercritical boiling-like phenomena was postulated to ex-
plain the increased heat transfer coefficients which were observed. 
Further substantiation of the supercritical boiling theory was pro-
vided when it was learned that similar sounds had been heard during 
boiling experiments (12,13). A visit by Goldmann and coworkers to 
various boiling study locations revealed that audible sounds had been. 
heard at certain times but that no reasonable explanations had been 
found. The visits also revealed that some of the investigators were 
unaware of the sounds heard at other installations. It was concluded 
that high intensity sounds can be generated at pressures both above 
and below the critical. For water at subcritical pressures, high in-
tensity sounds were noted under the following conditio~s: 
a. small diameter tubes (order.of magnitude 1/8 in.); 
b. heat fluxes. approaching burnout; 
c. laz:ge subcooling; 
d. no boiling at entrance of tube with nucleate or bulk boiling 
towards the .. end of tube. 
Increasing the heat flux or decreasing the flow could cause the sounds 
to commence. The audible frequencies were either estimated or meas-
ured to be between 1000 and 2000 cps. These conditions described for 
the occurrence of sound during subcriticalboiling were similar to the 
18 
conditions at which sounds were noted during the heat transfer experi-
ments with supercritical~t~...-. (10). ----
Visual verification that a supercritical boiling-like mechanism 
can exist was provided by two photographic studies. Griffith and 
Sabersky (14) observed and photographed bubble-like activity in super-
critical R-114A (C c12 F-C F3) near a heated surface. The behavior 
was similar to that observed during nucleate boiling at subc:ritical 
pressures. The bubble-like activity that was observed in the pool 
heating apparatus did not result in an increased heat transfer co-
efficient such as was observed during subcritical nucleate boiling. 
Nevertheless the observations support the view that bubble-like ac-
tivity can e~ist in a supercritical fluid. 
Pool heating of hydrogen at subcritical and supercritical pres-
sures was investigated under varying accelerations by Graham, Hendrick, 
and Ehlers (15). High speed photographs revealed that a phenomenon 
resembling columnar boiling existed at supercritical pressures. 
Bubbles were not present, but sizable agglomerations of low density 
fluids were observed rising through a denser and colder fluid. This 
gave a boiling-like appearance to the supercritical heating process. 
At higher temperature differences the heat transfer coefficients in 
the supercritical region were similar to those measured during film 
boiling at subcritical pressures, leading to the conclusion that the 
heat transfer mechanism is similar for these conditions. 
In a study of forced convection heat transfer to supercritical 
water, Dickinson and Welch (16) measured values of heat transfer co-
efficients which were twice as large as those predicted by extrapola-
tion of data or by a theoretical analysis. This difference occurred 
19 
at fluid temperatures near the pseudocritical. The unexplainably high 
heat transfer. coefficients were attributed to the boiling-like behavior 
which Goldmann. had·postulated. No mention was m~de of any oscillations 
or unusual noises in the high velocity forced convection runs. Possi-
bly the loop geometry accounted for the lack of oscillations, an idea 
which will be developed further. 
Similarly high heat transfer coefficients were observed by 
Doughty and Drake (17) during pool heating of supered ti cal Freon . 12. 
Near the pseudocritical temperature the experimental heat transfer 
coefficients increased ten-fold over typical values in the pseudo-
vapor region and were three times as large as typical pseudoliquid 
values. Although the increase was appreciable, the effect depended 
upon the heating rate and was limited to a narrow region of state 
conditions. During .several experimental runs it was noted that a 
larger heat transfer coefficient was measured when the heat rate was 
irtcreasing rather than decreasing. This effect was not always re-
peatable. 
Bonilla and Sigel (18) studied natural convection from a horizon-
tal flat plate to. pentane in the vicinity of the critical point. 
Large temperature differences between wall and bulk temperatures were 
employed,. It was found that the usual natural convection correlations 
were applicable except at very high Rayleigh numbers where a limiting 
Nusselt number of about 1300 was reached despite increased values of 
the Rayleigh. number. Minor (2°F) temperature oscillations were noted. 
In studies of forced convection heat transfer to liquid hydrogen 
and helium in an open loop McCarthy and Wolf (19) observed that under 
certain conditions the heat transfer was accompanied by spontaneous 
20 
pressure oscillations of -.2 to 4 psi amplitude. The frequencies were 
on the order of 500 cps, approximately the fundamental acoustic fre-
quency of the test section between two mixing ch.ambers •. The presence 
of the acoustic. resonance was found to increase the heat transfe.r 
coefficient by as much as a factor of two. The.conditions which 
caused the oscillations were not studied. 
Thurston (20) examined the hydrogen oscillation in more detail 
in an open blowdown type of apparatus. Heating was provided by cool-
ing the test section from ambient to liquid hydrogen temperatures dur-
ing each run. Acoustic oscillations, which were identified as open-
open pipe and Helmholtz resonance, were observed. A slower pressure 
oscillation, described as a sawtooth or negative pressure pulse, was 
accompanied by large var.iations in flow rate. None of the oscilla-
tions occurred when the inlet fluid was in a pseudovapor state. From 
this, it was concluded that the mechanism for driving the oscillations 
occurred only when a pseudoliquid was present in some part of the test 
section. No speculation was presented as to the nature of the mecha-
nism. 
Severe oscillations were encountered by Hines and Wolf (21) dur-
ing heat transfer to supercritical hydrocarbon rocket fuels. Pressure 
fluctuations of 380 psi amplitude peak-to-peak at frequencies of 600 
to 10,000 cps are reported. The vib.rations caused many of the thin--
walled test sections to fail during a thirty minute test period. The 
vibrations also occurred in thicker test sections which withstood the 
~t.:.r.:an.::.:.s.:;f.:;e;,;;;r;_,;;c;.;;o;.;;e;.;;f.,,f;.;;i ... c""'1""· e=n~ts=:and a~.,.!.'!!~J?. l.= ... ~?~s.:.J,. described as a high pitched 
sc.ream which could be heard for 200 yards. An analysis of the frequency 
21 
spectrum showed that the dominant frequency varied from 1200 to 7500 
cps. Minor frequencies were always present, ranging fr9M 600 to 
15,000 cps. From this,· it was concluded that the pressure oscilla-
tions were not simple resonant acoustic oscillations such as had been 
reported by.McCarthy and Wolf. However, it is interesting to note 
that the reported frequencies for a.given experiment, tend to appear 
as multiples· of a common factor. From this, one concludes that the 
pressure oscillations could be caused by an acoustic resonance in 
which the higher harmonic frequencies dominate the fundamental fre-
quencies •. This idea will be discussed further in a later chapter. 
A hypothesis of a viscosity dependent mechanism which could 
cause the oscillations to be sustained was presented by the above 
authors. It was noted that very small changes in temperature near the 
critical point result in large- changes in viscosity. A sudden in-
crease in wall temperature could cause a thinning of the laminar· 
boundary layer due to the viscosity variation.· Thinning of the 
boundary layer would result in a drop in wall temperature, and a 
corresponding rise in viscosity. This would cause a thicker boundary 
layer.and produce another rise in wall temperature. In this manner 
the process could perpetuate itself; leading to sustained oscillations. 
While the postulated viscosity dependent mec.hanism may contribute to 
certain types of oscillatory behavior, such a mechanism would not 
account for. susta.ined oscillations which are acoustic in nature. In 
order for an acoustic pressure wave to be maintained, it is necessary 
that a pressure increase, rather than a temperature increase, triggers 
the mechanism. Since the viscosity normally increases with pressure, 
an increase of pressure at a point would .result in a thicker boundary 
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layer, a reduced heat transfer rate, and would cause acoustic oscilla-
tions to be damped, rather than sustained. 
Gue·vara, Mc!nteer, and Potter (22) have observed temperature-flow 
instabilities in a system in which helium flows through a· uniformly 
heated channel with an increase in the absolute gas temperature by a 
factor of 3,6 or more. This instability occurred in the region of· 
negative slope on a steady'"'."state pressure drop versus .flow diagram. 
When a plenum preceded the channel the oscil,;lation was sustained and 
spontaneous, Addition of an introductoi;-y impedan_ce resulted in e lim-
inating the region of negative pressure drop gradient.and in stabiliz-
ing the system. Accord;i.ng to the authors no satisfactory theoretical 
analysis was developed. Observations consisted largely of pressure 
drops across the test section and simultaneous flow and powermeas-
urements, The experimental periods were on the order of one tpousand · 
seconds which may have been caused by the large time required for 
temperature .equilibrium to. be established in .the equipment rather than 
by hydrodynamic considerations.· 
A surprising result:was obtained' durin& heat transfer to oxygep. 
near its critical temperature by Powell (23), It was found that a 
sharp minimum heat transfer coefficient existed at bulk temperatures 
near the critical which would-tenq_to limit the use of this gas as a 
heat transfer fluid, Additional experiments with hydrogen and nitrogen 
were undertaken with similar results but details were not reported. 
No mention was made of any oscillatory phenomena, The tests with 
oxygen.were made with high wall to bulk temperature ratios. The mini_; 
mum .heat transfer coe-f f.icient resulted in extreme axial temperature 
profiles at critical bulk temperatures, in which the wall temperature 
increased-from 400°R to 2000°R in only ten inches and then rapidly 
declined as the bulk temperature increased above the critical. Qnly 
one othe_r report of a decreased -heat transfer coefficient- near the 
critical temperature has been found and.is described below. A some-
what similar result-was observed during the current test program. 
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A number of -references are avai_lable covering heat transfer to 
super,critical carb_on dioxide which describe forced cenvection, clesed 
loop experiments. When the bulk temperature of the carbon dioxide was 
below the pseudocritical Koppel and Smith (24) reported unusual axi.al 
variations in the heat transfer c,oefficient. This behavior was mos~ 
proneunced near the pseudocritical ·- temperature where the wall temper-
ature also was observed to fluctuate randomly with a.period ef about 
one .. second.· These fluctuations were not studied extensively. At 
higher heat fluxes, results , similar to Powe'.11 1 s were obtained, i.e., 
the wall temperature increased from 330°F to 680°F in .six inches and _ 
then _declined. Waod and Smith (25) measured_ the -radial variation of 
velocity and -temperature._. The results indicated a .. flattening of the 
radial tem1>erature-profile, a maximum in the velocity profile-between 
the wall and the tube axis, and a maximum µeat-transfer coefficient 
when the bulk temperature passed through the pseudocritical temper-:-·-
ature. When measurements were taken within 1°F of _the pseudocritical 
temperature, temperature fluctuations were obseryed with magrtitudes 
of .up to2°F. Similar pressure fluctuations were not observed. 
Bringer and Smitµ (26) presented a generalized co.rrelation for estima-
ting heat transfer coefficients. No mention was made of unµsu.;11 heat 
transfer coefficients or oscillatory behavior. Similar results were 
obtained by Petrukhov, Krasnoschekov and Protopopav (27). 
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In the carbon dioxide tests reported in the above paragraph, rto 
flow or pressure oscillations were noted. Perhaps the reason is the· 
low critical temperature of carbon dioxide (87.8°F). In all of the 
co2 closed loop tests, the cooling was controlled by tap water. Con-
sequently, it was impossible t9 operate at high differential temper-:- ' 
atures with bulk.temperatures substantially below the pseudocritical; 
the ope·rating conditions which generally cause. the instabilities to 
occur. 
A visual investigation of laminar free conve.cti(;)n from a heated 
vertical plate immer.sed .in carbon .dioxide near its critical point was 
described by Simon and Eckert (5). The refractive index distribution 
was employed,to calculate the heat·transfer coefficient .and.the thermal 
conductivity of·the fluid. Both properties showed a maximum near the 
critical point whic.h depended -upon the heat transfer rate despite 
extremely low heating rates.and less than 0.01°G temperature differ-
ences across the heated boundary layer. This rate dependence suggests 
that a natuq1l convective mechanism may have aided the conduction pro-
cess, although the authors were unable to discern any citculatien with 
their hig·h resolutiop. equipment. Near the critical point it wa~ 
difficult to maintain equilibrium for over a few minutes, circulation 
in the fluid could not be avoided. At low heating rates a slow pul-
sating instability was evident in the boundary layer and at high heat-:-
ing rates transition to turbulence occurred. 
Harden (28) studied the oscillations ·in a Freon 114 natural cir-
culation loop. Although he did not recognize them as such, the pres-
sure and·flow oscillations may be considered to be of two types. The 
first.was characterized.by a dominant frequency of 10 ta 20 cps, which 
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was two orders of magnitude greater than the second.type of ·osc.illa-
tion. Since all of the oscillations were encountered at bulk temper-
atures below the critical, Harden concluded that "the phenomena could-
not be attributed to the thermodynamic critical point but rather to a 
critical region.I' This conclusion was reached due to a consideration 
of only a one-dimensional model in which all effects were assumed to 
be caused by variation of bulk properties, rather than local proper-
ties. In neglecting the two-dimensional aspects of the problem, he 
failed to. recognize that even though the bulk temperature was below 
the pseudocritical during the experimental instabilities, the fluid 
in the he.ated boundary layer could be, and in fact was, in a pseudo-
vapor state. Consequently, the temperature passed through the pseudo-
critical in the he~ted boundary layer during the- instabilities. 
Harden further -concluded that the instabilities occurr.ed only 
when the product of the bulk density and enthalpy went-through a maxi-
mum. He reached this conclusion from the fact that his plot of -this 
product vs. temperature exhibited a maximum below the pseudocritical 
temperature in the general region where experimental instabilities 
were encountered. According to this criterion the instability occurs 
when the heater _outlet bulk temperaJure is 10°F to 15°F below the 
pseudocritical temperature. Consequently, the instability would 
appear to be unrelated·to the large variation of properties that takes 
place at the critical point. This conclusion is believed to be un-
tenable-for the following reasons. The locatio-q of the density-
enthalpy maximu~ depends upon the arbitrary enthalpy reference point~ 
If the enthalpy is assigned a value of zero at a state different than 
the one used (saturated liquid at -40°F), the maximum shifts up or 
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1 down· in a readily ·predictable manner. Hence, no especial significance -
can 'be .attached to the shifting location. Further, the unst:able be-
havior was observed outside the region defi-ned by the density-enthalpy 
maximum criterion, both in the present test program and .in several in-
stances listed in Appendix E of Harden's report. 
Boiling Instability 
The striking similarity between instabilities observed during 
subcritical boiling and supercritical heat transfer studies suggests 
a conunon mechanism. Since boiling instabilities have already received 
a good deal of attention-, due to their importance in reactor design, 
the literature in this field was examined. 
Over seventy references on two-phase flow oscillations or in,-
stabilities were listed by Gouse (29). He concluded that one cannot 
satisfactorily predict the onset,magnitude, frequency, or dis-
appearance of -flow oscillations in various situations. Furth~r, he 
concluded that no satisfactory analytical model or satisfactory 
physical explanation of the various types of oscillatory phenomena 
existed (30). A similar conclusion was reached by others (31,32). 
The uncertainty as to the cause of .the instabilities limits the 
use of: the analyti~al models which have been developed. The analytical 
models are useful only in predicting trends which cc:1.n be compared with 
experimental data and in approximate extrapolation of the performance 
of existing reactors. They _do not give a consistent theoretical 
1This fact was first brought to attention by Howard Creveling of 
Purdue University. 
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understanding of the instabilities' basic nature sufficient·to ensure 
that the instabilities can be avoided. This necessitates employing a 
large factor of safety in the reactor design which results in the 
overdesign of reactors which are inherently limited by stc1bility con-
siderations. This overdesign is emphasized since the instabilities 
have been believed. to promote burnout .in some instances (31). 
The analysis of the boiling instabilities has proceeded.along 
several lines. In one case, it.has been assumed that extremumin the 
pressure drop vs. flow rate curve are responsible for unstable be-
havior. The analysis has consisted of determining where the inverse 
plot of flow rate vs. pressure drop is multiple valued, i.e., a given 
pressure drop occurs for more than one flow rate. This criterion was 
first used by Ledinegg (33) to analyze boiler tube instabilities. In 
several other instances it was reported that instabilities had oc-
curred·in the region defined by the criterion (22,34). However, un-
stable behavior has also been observed outside of this region, in-
dicating that another mechanism exists (30,31,35,36). 
The most general approach to the problem involves the solution 
of the mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations subject to. 
the boundary conditions imposed by the loop geometry (36-43). The 
equations are nonlinear and the complexity of the problem requires 
simplifying assumptions whose validity is difficult to assess. For-
tunately, the situation is improving in this respect, as a better 
understanding of the two-phase hydrodynamics is slowly acquired. The 
development of numerical techniques·is also progressing rapidly in 
this field. 
Possibly the chief stumbling block to an adequate solution is the 
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inability to properly describe the transient mici'pscopic behavior 
during nonisothermal two-phase flow by empirical correlations· of 
steady-state macroscopic observations. These empirical correlations, 
which relate such quantit:ies as friction losses, heat transfer co-
efficients, flow regimes, and slip to such quantities as average fluid 
properties and flow rates, are of necessity an integral part .of every 
analysis. In single-phase problems, separate correlations are commonly 
given for each of only two flow regimes; laminar and tu.rbulent. The· 
transition region.between these regimes is not well defined and 
correlathms · therein are rarely attempted. The problem is compounded 
in two-phase problems where many regimes are recognized: mist flow, 
slug flow, annular flow, film boiling, nucleate boiling, etc. In 
order to properly solve the boiling instability problem by existing 
techniques, the usual correlations are required, not only for the 
separate regimes; but -also for the transition region between the . 
regimes. For example, the exp.erimentally observed .boiling insta-
bilities have one feature in comm:on. The boiling instabilities 
invariably occu.r only when the fluid at. the heater inlet is sub-
coole.d and at least .some nucle.ate boiling occurs in the heated sec-
tion. Consequently, an adequate sol:utiort a1;1d understanding of the 
problem requires, as a minimum, that _the behavior during the tr an ... 
sition to nucleate boiling be· thoroughly understood; not only for 
steady-state conditions, but during transient conditions.as nucleate 
boiling starts and stops. While this conclusion seems elementary, and 
vit;:illy important; no discussion of its effect has been found·in the 
li.terature. 
Pressure oscillations during boiling water reactor operation have 
been observed to fall into two frequency ranges (44). Several 
reporters have speculated that the more rapid oscillations were due 
to acoustic resonance. The variation of the velocity of sound in a 
two-phase mixture is comparable to that in a supercritical fluid, 
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(Fig. 5). The sonic velocity decreases from a high value in the 
compressed liquid state to a mirtimum at an extremely low quality. The 
sonic velocity then increases rapidly, assuming a value characteristic 
of superheated vapor at higher qualities (45), Fleck (46) pointed out 
that the small sonic.velocity of low quality steam could result.in 
acoustic resonance with fairly high periods on the order of three to 
four seconds. Most of the alleged acousti~ oscillations have exhibited 
periods considerably smaller than this value, ranging downward to the 
order of milliseconds. 
Christensen (47) described .several instances in which acoustic 
resonance was suspected.to be significant in reactor operations. He 
also reviewed the analogy between electric tnmsmission lines and· 
acoustic transmission systems. He concl.uded that a· simple. "lumped 
parameter" model was suff.icient to. describe the acoustic. system of· 
the particular reactor which. he considered. In this model the steam 
dome and .condenser volumes were replaced by equivalent electrical 
capacitors. The pipe connecting these two volumes was replaced by an 
equivalent electrical resis.tance in series with an inductance. The 
small volume of the pipe justified neglecting its equivalent capaci-
tance. The resonance of the equivalent electrical circuit was 2.4 cps, 
compared w:i,th the experimentally determined acoustical resonance of 
3.2 cps. The difference was believed to be due to the neglecting of 
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the more complicate.d piping arrangement of the physical system. 
The occ.urreri.ce of vibration phenomena during boiling heat transfer 
which resulted in the generatiori. of audible sounds has already been 
described (12,13). Although the pressure oscillations which produced 
the sounds were not recognized as such, at the time, many of these 
pressure oscillations were probably of an acoustic nature. In order 
to avoid confusion, it may be well to note. than an acoustic pressure 
oscillation inside a pipe does not necessarily result in noises which 
are audible to an observer standing beside the pipe. For one .reason, 
th.e frequency may be outside the audible range (20 to 20 ,000 cps). 
Even acousti.c frequencies falling in the audible range may not be 
audible outside the,-pipe. In order for a sound to be heard, the dis-
turbance must be propagated through the pipe walls to the ambient 
surroundings with sufficient intensity for the observer!s ear to per-
ceive. Thick pipe walls, or layers of insulation, may prevent such a 
propagation. 
Acoustic oscillations of 10 cps frequency were observed during 
boiling heat transfer studies by Gouse and Andrysiak (30). The acoustic 
oscillations caused small bub.bles to appear to "blink, 11 i.e., rapidly 
collapse and then expand in high speed photographs. The "blinking" 
was too fast to.observe visually but was also detected by pressure 
transducers. 
In a study of film boiling of water-methanol mixtures, Hoglund (48) 
encountered an instability which he designated as "chugging." This re-
sulted in a sound similar to a steam locomotive with frequencies from 
1100 to 1400 cycles per minute. The bubbles in the tube were observed 
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to expand and· collapse· in unison. The freque_ncy of the "chugging" was 
found to decrease as the water temperature increased and as the water 
level above the tube was decreased. Addition of methanol to the 
system caused_ smaller bubbles to form and also resul.ted in a more 
violent ·"chugging." 
It has been noted, in several instances; that the observed fre-
quencies were comparable to the. calculated undamp.ed natural frequency 
of.the- hydraulic loop considered as a vibrating solid body. The 
comparison was made for systems with free surfa-ces and equivalent 
U-tube flow paths. Such oscillations were referred to a$ gravity 
oscillations by Viskanta (49). Using LaGrange' s equations of. metion 
in terms of one degree of freedom, and assuming a cons-tant deni;;ity, 
he calculated a natur-al frequency for the two-phase Armadilla flew 
loop of 0.598 cps. This frequency compares closely to the value of 
O. 67 cps which was obser;ved. at the. "chugging" threshold. The metho.d · 
does not consider the fundamental cause of the instability but it 
was -postul.ated that· di.sturbances such as ·addition .of makeup water or 
bubbling of steam through the boiling channel were sufficient to ex7 
cite the gravitational oscillations. It was concluded, -that the fair 
agreement between the experimental and calculated value might be 
purely acci.dental. 
Gouse and Andrysiak (30) also observed oscillations whos.e fre-
quencies were on the order of the undamped natural frequencies of 
their loqp considered .as a U-tube manometer. Their test .section con-
sisted of parallel heated channels so that more than one nat.ural fre-
quency existed. In general, there are as many natural frequ~ncies as 
channels, but some may be iden tic.al due te s~etry. The natural · 
frequencies were calculat:ed by us-ing LaGrange 's equations of motion. 
The authors listed other experimental investigatiens where the flow 
0sci_llati0n .frequencies were comparable to the natural frequencies 
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ef the respec·tive systems considered as escillating manemeters (41, 
50-52). Thi_s fact was net- mentioned in the eriginal references. The 
results of the Minnesota loop (43) were given as an example af a case.· 
where the observed.frequencies were much lower than the calculated· 
manometer frequencies. Experimental oscillation frequencies from 
this loop were lower by at least an order of magnitude ·than from· 
most ·other foops. Hewever, using the method described. in Appendix B, 
it can be shown that :the low natural frequency of this loop was d1,1e 
to its geometry, and the-fact that a true free surface condition did 
not exist. 
Summary· 
The oscillatery behavier encountered during heat transfer ta a 
fluid appears te be simila,r, regardless of .wheth_er the fluid is at a. 
subcritical or supercritical pressure. Altho\,lgh not too much atten-
tion has been given to this fact, the oscillatory behavior which has 
been reported for supercritical fluids is considered by the author to 
be mainly of a resonant acoustic nature. A similar behavior has .often 
been observed for boiling subcritical fluids, but is generally treated 
sparingly in.the literature. Conversely, the literature contains 
many reports of subcritic1;1.l boiling instabilitie,s which could be, al-, 
though they have not usually been, considered as analo~ous to a. 
manemeter type ef oscillation. This type of oscillation also eccurs 
in supercritical systems, but very few reports of .such eccurrences 
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are available. The manometer type of oscillation is generally less 
symmetrical in nature, and is. less rapid than the acoustic oscillation. 
It is of prime interest in boiling systems.since it is believed to 
cause power fluctuations in nuclear reactor applications and .cdn-
tribute to premature burnout. 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
A heat transfer loop, designed te operate by either natural or 
forced convectieQ., .was constructed to study the unstable behavior. 
Tq.e relative location of -the essential. features of ·the loop is shown. 
schematically in Fig. 7. Refr;i.gerant 114, symmetric dichlorotetra-
fluoroethane· (critical pressure .473.18 psia, critical temperature 
(294.26 °F) was employed as the heat transfer medium in order to avoid 
operating at an excessive pressure and temperature. The results re-
ported .. in the literature indicate that the behavior should be similar 
for most of the ordinarily employed coolants. 
The ent;i.re loop and test se.ction were fabricated. frem 1-in. OD, 
0.93-in. ID, AISI Type 304 stainless steel tubing. The flow path was 
rectangular in·. shape, with the corners rounded to a 6 in. radius. The 
overall dimensions of the flow path were 18.09 ft high by 6.83 ft wide, 
measured.along the tubing centers.· This resulted in a length of 49.1 
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ft and a volume of 0. 232 ft for the loop. Hel_iarc welding was em-
ployed as much as possible in the loop construction, after it was 
found that the connnercially available tubing connectors tended to 
buckle the thi.n tubing, resulting in leaks which were difficult to 
repair. Table II lists the ve:r:tical distance to the components shown 











Fig. 7. Schematic Diagram of Heat Transfer Loop 
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TABLE II 
VERTICAL HEIGHT OF LOOP COMPONENTS 
(REFER TO FIG. 7) 
Component 
Pump Exit, Pressur0; Tap (PS), and Bottqm 
Horizontal .Cooler 
Bulk Temperature (Tl) and Pressure Tap (PO) 
Heater Inlet 
Heater Outlet 
Pressure Tap (Pl) 
Bulk Temperature (T2) and Pressure Tap (P2) 
Upper Horizontal Cooler 
Bulk Temperature (T3) and Pressure Tap (P3). 
Top of Vertical Cooler 
Bottom of ,Vertical Cooler 
Potter:meter (Turbine Flowmeter) 
Accumulator 
Bulk Temperature (T4) 
Pressure Tap (P4) 
Venturi Throat Pressure Tap 
Bypass 




















Many of the loop components had been used in a previous 
study (28). Their availability dictated the,ir use cin the pi::esent 
tes.ts, not only from the standpoint of conserving time and money by 
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avoiding duplication of et:fort, but it also allowed a more meaningful 
comparison to. be made of the .effect of changing the loop geometry an.4 
operating techni,ques between the two experiments. A brief descrip-
tion of the loop components fellows. 
Test Section. The test section was fabricated from a three foot 
length of commercially available AISI 304 stainless steel .tubing, 
with a 1-in. OD and a 0.035 in. wall thickness. The tubing is rated 
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for 500 psi pressure at·1000°F by ASA piping codes 1 with a safety 
factor of about four under these conditions. Copper bus-bars, 
(9x5x5/8 in.) were silver soldered to the ends of the te.st section. 
The test section was connected to the loop with one inch, 300 lb 
stainless steel pipe flanges. Durabla gaskets were employed bet~eei;l · 
the flanges and around the connecting bolts to electrically insulate 
the .test section from the rest of the loop. 
Power Supply and Measurement. The test section was electrically 
heated by AC power furnished by. a portable ignitron controlled power 
supply. The power supply consisted of two independent transformers, 
each capable of stepping down the line voltage from 440 v to a se-
lected value. The output voltage could be varied continuously from 
0.75 to 7.5 v in the present tests. The ignitron circuits controlled 
the phase shift of the power cycle. The unit was rated to hold 
current fluctuations within± 0,25 percent of full load current for 
line voltage variations of+ 15 percent. The power supply was capable 
of maintaining a.constant rms power level to within less than+ 1 
percent. No fluctuations in excess of this were noted with the in-
strumentation employed during the present tests, although occasionally 
a manual adjustment was necessary to compensate for a drift in the 
power level. 
The electri~al energy input to the test section was measured with 
a portable laboratory wattmeter, whose range was Oto 500 wand whose 
accuracy was 0,25 percent full scale, As a check of the values ob-
tained, the power was also determined by the product of the voltage 
drop across the test section and the heating current. The current was 
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reduced·with a current transformer by a ratio of 2000:5 and .read with 
a portable ammeter.with a range-of Oto 10 amps and,an .accuracy of 
O. 25 percent :full scale. The voltage across. the test section was 
stepped up with a voltage transformer by a ratio of 10:1 and read on 
a portable voltmeter with a range of Oto 30/60 v and·an accuracy of 
0.25 percent full scale. 
Coolers. The fluid could be cooled at any·or all of the three 
counterflow heat exchangers.· Tap water from the laboratory water 
supply was used as a coolant. The -coolant piping was ~anifolded · to -
allow use of a single cooler, or several coolers in series. The 
coolant flow rate was measured with two calibrated rotameters, con-
nected. in parallel. The dual range of the rotameters, 0 to 10 gpm 
and Oto 0.6 gpm, permitted a fine and coarse adjustment of the_ 
coolant flow rate by manual control. The coolant temperature was 
measured at each cooler inlet and outlet by chromel-alumel thermo-
couples immersed in the fluid stream. 
The coolers consisted of a·length of 2 in. schedule·40 stainless 
st·eel pipe, welded concentric ta the 1 in. tubing. No allowance was 
made for the therm~l expansion between the tubing and the shell, since 
previous operating experience (28) had·shown this design to be satis-
factory. The two upper coalers were ead~. 5 ft long. The bottem 
horizontal.cooler was of 45 in. length. For most of the tests only. 
the coaler. cm the vertical leg was employed. When more cooling -was 
desired; the vertical cooler was connected in series with the upper 
horizontal cC;1ole·r. The bottom ·cool~r was used mainly for cooling as 
the loop was bein~ -filled.· 
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Pump. A canne-d-matar centrifugal pump was installed in the leop 
in order ta compare results fram natu_ral and forced convection. All 
wetted surfaces were constructed af stainless steel and the 3/4hp, 
3500 rpm motor was lubricated and coaled by the test fluid, which 
minimized the chance of contamination. There was some question.be-
fore -the tests as to whe_ther the supercri'l;ical fluid would provide 
suff ic.ient lubrication so as to prevent .beari,.ng failure. The pump 
was operated at fluid temperature up to, and exceeqing the pseudo-
critical temperature with no apparent adverse effects.· The pump 
operated satisfactorily at low flow rates, which were controlled by an 
air-operated throttling valve placed downstream .of· the pump exit. At 
higher flow rates, on the order of 8 to 10 gpm, an irregular pressure 
and flow di_sturbance occurred, which was attributed_ by the pump manu-
facturer tQ cavitation caused by the rather severe operating condi~ 
tions~ 
Accumulator. The pressure and system mass were controlled with 
a gas bag hydraulic accumulator. The-accumulator consisted.of a 
2-1/2 gallon commercially available stainless_ steel tank, in which a. 
synthetic rubber bag, filled with nitrogen gas, absorbed pressure 
surges. A bank of th_ree nitrogen bottles were connected in parallel 
with the gas bag to provide for a larger gas volume and minimize 
pressure variations. The-accumulator provided a convenient means to. 
automatically bleed off fluid due to volumetric expansion as the 
system was heated. Thus the system could be-pressurized to a super-
critical pressure before heating began, and the enti_re experiment 
could be conducted at this pressure by regulating the nitrogen pressure. 
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The accumulater was connected ta the loQp with 1/2 in. stainless steel 
tuQing, which was run through a.small_ water cooler to keep the temper-
ature in the accumulator below 250°F. 
Flow Measurement. The flow was measured during the early tests 
with a calibrated venturi. The venturi was constructed according to _ 
ASME recommendations with a throat diameter of 0.3963 in. and inlet 
and ._eutlet -diameters cif 0.93 in. Details of the venturi constructi_on 
and calibratiens ,are given in Reference 28. · Steady-state_ flew rates, 
as measured by the venturi,- agreed with values calculated by making 
an energy balance across the test section to within two percent. The 
differenti.al pressure acress the venturi taps :was measured during 
steady-state cenditions and·for cali,bratien purposes with ene ef two 
parallel manometers, which contained re spec ti vely, a 2. 95 sp~cific 
gravity fluid and mercury.· Transient measut;"ements were made with a_ 
differential pressure transducer. 
The rapid pressure oscillations which were encounter.ed resulted 
in measuring differential pressure osc_illatiens whose aiµplitude ex-
ceeded the average value, i.e., a flow reve:p;~a.1 was indicated. Ex-
treme examples· of this type are reported _in Ref_erence 28. As seon.as 
it.was realized that the rapid escillations were of an acoustic nature, 
it was suspect_ed that the large venturi pressure drop amplitudes. ceuld 
be due te the phase relationship of the absolute pressure-at the 
ventur_i pressure taps. This effect weuld be ~specially severe fer 
aceustic oscillations of shert wave length,. since it can be shewn to. 
be inversely properticmal te the wave length. (See Appendix A). How-, 
ever, subsequent_ analysis showed that the large pressure drep 
amplitudes were not caused·entirely by the absolute pressure phase 
effects for thi.s type of acoustic oscillation. 
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It -was noted that shakiri$ or pounding on the supparting structure 
would cause the differential transducer signal to ascillate. The 
transducer and.lines were remounted-as solidly as possible, but the. 
effect· could not ·be. entirely eliminate.cl.- It was cencluded. that: it is 
possible for mechanical vibrations .. to cause large indic:;:ated pressure 
drop amplituc:j.es, particularly -if the differen,tial transdu~er lines. 
are not well· secured. Sin_ce the -loep tended to shake during the 
rapid oscillations, anether means for measuring the transient-flow was 
required, 
A venturi does not give a true indicatien of flow rate during a 
rapidly recurring variation in.veloc;ity or.pressure (53). Turbine-
type .flowmeters are available, whose accuracy is rated at bett.er than 
0.5 percent even when the flow is pulsating at the _frequencies en-
countered (54). Therefore, the use of a turbine flewmeter was in"'.' 
dicated;, however, previous experience (28) had-indicated that the 
turbine type of flowmeter (3/4 in. Pottermeter) tended to stick after 
a few hours eperation for no observable reas.oth .Shafer (55) has 
pointed out · that there is some minimum rate, always ab eve zere, where · 
the elec_tromagrtetic. and mechanical retarding forces cause. the turbine 
retor to cease rotating. The meter ceases to respend below such mini-,. 
mum rates. and .ne indication of· flow is generated. The minimum rate. 
increases with the meter size, so the use-of a smaller flewmeter was 
indicated to avoid.the sticking difficulty at the relatively.low 
natural circulation flow rates. The 3/4 in. Pottermeter used in the 
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previous .study is rated for flows greater than 1.9 gpm; the 1/2 in. 
Pottermeter_i.s rated for flows greater than 0.6 gpm and-is linear for 
flow rates from 1.1 to 9.0 gpm. 
A 1/2 in. Pottermeter.was installed in the loop to help resolve 
the uncertainties concerning severe differential pressure escillatiens 
measured across the ventur_i during the rapid oscillati,ons. The time 
const_ant for th.is flowmeter was estimated to be on the order ef ·one 
millis_econd · from theoretical considerations (56). Experimentally 
determined time constants for this type of meter were in the range of 
2 to 4 milliseconds (55). Therefore, the meter should have been able 
to respond acct1rately to variations in flow rate of at least-100 cps. 
which was. adequate for the values· ef · interest. The met~r performed 
satisfactorily in its rated range, except that occasi,enally _a sudden 
abrupt shift-in its calibration factor occurred. This shift may have 
been caused by a slight_· temporary sticking of the ·turbine bearings, 
but is believed to have been caused by the erratic behavior of the 
electronic frequency converter which generated an electrical ·signal 
proportional to the turbine speed. This difficulty did not invalidate 
the results, but necessitated a frequent calibration check. The tur-
bine flowmeter. was calibrated in place daily, using the venturi as a 
standard. 
Pressure Measurements. The pressure taps shown in Fig. 5 were 
connected by 1/4 in. stainless steel tubing, through a manifold 
arrangement,. t0 a bourdon tube pressure gauge. The pressure gauge was 
located at a level parallel to the midpoint of the heated section, and 
was calibrated with a dead .weight pressure tester. The static pre~sure 
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was also measured with high response pressure transducers, which were 
initially cc;mnected. into the manifold arrangement, Subsequently the 
tr~sducers were ins.tall~d · close to selected pressure taps by five 
inch lengths. of tubing, in order ta improve their. re_sponse. The 
effect of. such lines is .discussed in the experimental results section. 
The calibrated pressure gauge was used as .a reference to .calibrate 
the pressure -transducers. 
Bulk 'l'emperature Measurements, , All.· bulk_ temp~ratures. were 
measured with bare. 30 gauge chromel-alumel thermocouple probes im-
mersed in the fluid stream. The_ probes were positioned with their 
tips at the tube centerline, and were held in place by tubing con-
nectors welded to· the pipe walls, 
All Freon 114 bulk thermocouples wei['e preceded by a straight 
section to minimize asymmetrical effects. The inlet thermocouples 
for the heated section and cooler were located_ just upstream ef these 
components. The outlet thermocouples were placed far enough down-. 
stream for turbulent mixing to result in a fairly constant radial 
tempe.rature profil,e across .the tube. Thermocouples were alse, welded 
to. the pipe wall at the bulk. thermocouple locations and connected to 
poten:ti-om.etric type ind,icating instruments for control purposes. 
Their output was -cempared with those of the bulk thermocouples to. 
verify that representative bulk temp.eratures were obtained. No 
significant· difference was detected. 
The bulk thermocouples were calibrated in a hypsometer over a .· 
temperature range .from 200° to 500°F. No significant devi~tion of 
the thermqcouples output frotµ tabulated values was noted; pence the 
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tabulated values of emf versus temperature were used. 
The time constant for such bare thermocouples was estimated to 
be on the order of 10 milliseconds (57). This should have been 
adequate to detect temperature variations 1;1.t the frequencies en-
countered that were of sufficient amplitude to be discernible from 
the electrical noise. Unfortunately, this electrical noise level was 
fairly high and tended to mask any rapid ("v 10 cps) temperature, fluc-
tuations that may have occurred but which were less than about 2°F 
in amplitude. 
Wall Temperature Measurements. Initially, the test section wall 
temperature was measured with 30 gauge chromel-,,alumel thermocouples, 
welded to the outside of the tube with a condenser discharge welder. 
The thermocouples were then wound around the tube for two turns to 
minimize thermal conduction errors, and taped in place with glass 
tape. It was found that this arrangement resulted in exc-ess noise 
from electric.al pickup. H was impossible to filter the signal 
sufficiently so .that it could be recorded satisfactorily with the 
high response instrumentation, although potentiometric type instru-
ments were sufficiently damped to do so. 
Using potentiometric type indicating instruII\ents, it was soon 
noted that large changes in wall temperature were occurring with the 
pressure and .flow transients. Therefore, a record -of the transient 
wall temperature behavior was required, Although it would have been 
possible to have employed a potentiometric type recording instrum.ent 
to obtain such a record, the large amount of damping may have masked 
many features .of interest. 
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Electrically insulated .wall .thermocouples were installed in order 
to reduce the IR electrical pickup. A O. 0007 in. shee.t of mica was 
placed on the outside wall. A 30 gauge chromel-alumel thermocouple, 
with i:;t small honed bead, was laid over .the mica parallel to. the tube 
axis. 'The thermocouple, including the bead, was securely taped 
in .place with glass tape. The thermocouple was. then bent out at a 
90° angle so that it could .be led away in a plane perpendi,cular to 
the tube axis. This .arrangement was success,ful in reducing the 
electrical noise .to a level comparable to that observed by the bulk 
thermocouples. One of the major sources of remaining noise origina-
ted in the DC amplifiers, which were part of the electronic recording 
circuit •. 
The time constant for the insulated thermocouple was estimated 
as follows. Usin,g the electrical thermal analogy, the sheet of mica 
separating the wall and .thermocouple is con,sidered as an equivalent 
,resistor an,d capacitor in series. The time constant for this circuit 
may be shown to equal the product .of the equivalent re.sistance and . 
capacitance. Using tabulated values (58) of mica properties, the 
time constant is calculated to be 
RC = 
2 L pc 
p 
k 
= 109 milliseconds (3.1) 
This value appears reasonatile upon comparison with experimentally de:-
termined values for insulated thermocouple probes (57). The actual 
value is probably somew~at higher due to neglecting contact resistance · 
in the analysis. The electrical. noise level was of sufficient ampli-
tude such that it was impossible to detect any rapid("' lOc;.ps) wall 
temperature fluctua,tion. of less than about 5°F amplitude. However, 
slower temperature fluctuations ef this magnitud~ would have been 
detected. 
The location ef the wall thermocouples is shewn in Table III, 
which lists their distance from the inlet of the heated section. 
TABLE III 
WALL THEBMOCOUPLE LOCA,TION 
















Another thermecouple was welded diametrically opposite from thermo-
couple TW 5 and connected to a potentiometric type indicating in,,.. 
st:t;'ument for central purpeses. 
The difference between the inside and outside wall temperature 
was estimat.ed by using the. constant property part of Clark's (59) 
selution,·whichwas derived for an e~ectrically heated tube, The 
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part of his solution which accounts for the variable metal properties 
was found te be ,negligible, The temperature. drop across the heater 
walls was estimated to be_ 5°F at 8 kw. power input and was proportionc;1.l 
to- th~ electri.cal power input. 
Recording Instrumentation. ·· An essential feature of an instabil-
ity study is that -a suitable recerd of tqe time-dependent beh'~vior of 
the pertinent var.iables mu.st be obtc;1.ined. Such a record was ,p.btained, 
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in the present case, by recording the _outputs of the thermocouples, 
absolut;e and differential pressure transducers, and turbine flowmeter 
with a recording escillegraph. 
Briefly, the recorder consisted of banks of galvanomet;ers., each 
of which deflected a small mirror proportional to the electrical 
sign1;1l. The mirrors reflected a light beam propertional to the de-
flection onto moving phetosensitive paper whose linear speed was 
clos.ely contralled at selected values. The galvane~et~rs were the 
heart of the instrument and were selected so th.at their frequency re-
sponse and. sens.itivity met the test requirements. All of the galva-
nometers used.were rated to follow the signal to within+ 5 percent 
at frequencies les_s than 24 cps. Some ef the fluid dB.lllped · galva-
nometerswhich were us~d were si;milarly .rated for frequencies up to 
1000 cps.· However, tb,e sensitivity of the fluid damped galvanometers 
was so low that -an amplifier was. also required;. which introduced addi-
tional electrical no'ise. Hence; the .choice of .a proper galvanometer 
required a compromise depending upon the test requirement. 
One wire of all thermocouples w1;1s connect;ed in series with an 
ice junction and .a precisely calibrat;ed ,bucking voltage of O to 
10/20 mv range. The bu.eking voltages were r~quired to limit the 
amplifier out.puts to a desired range,. so as not to everload the 
galvanemeters. They also provided a convenient means of adjusting a 
signal's position on a record chart. The.bucking voltages.cansisted 
of a patential dividing circuit connected, to a J. 35 v mercury cell •. 
The -potential dividing circuit was sized so that the effect 9;f loading 
would not cause the bucking voltage to vary .by more than 1/2 percent. 
-<: 
Foll<;>wing the bucking veltage, the thermocouple leads- were con-
nected to a DC amplifier. 
An amplifier was required-in the thermocouple circuit, other-
wise the galvanometer current would have ·caused a subs.tantial IR 
vol tag~ drop along the thermocouple leads. A high input impedance 
DC amplifier draws a negligible input current and its in.clusion in 
the thermocouple circuit prevented this effect. The power.to de-
flect the oscillograph galvanometer was-then furnished by the 
amplifier power _supply, rather .. than by the thermocouple. The high 
quality amplifiers, which were used, had_ 100 megohm input impedance 
and a gain of 1 to 1000 which could be varied continuously. 
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In order to reduce the electrical noise in the thermocouple 
circuits to. a tolerable level, it was necessary to con-qect a 100 µf 
capacitor across. the thermocouple leads at the amplifier input. This 
method was successful ·in reducing the electrical. noise, but the noise 
may have masked temperature variations less thaµ the erder of 2°F 
for bulk temperatures and 5°F for wall tempei;-ature at the higher test 
frequencies. 
All of the pressure transducers produced a signal which did not 
require further amplification. The: tran_sducers required a constant: 
voltage input, which was furnished by power supply units, rated to 
vary less than 0.002 v for a line veltage variation of 15 v. The· 
neise. level of the power .. supplies was rated .at less than 100 µv rms. 
The transducer eutput signals were fed directly ,ta the recording 
es ci llograph. 
The turbine flowmeter signal consisted. ef a periodic .yaltage 
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wh0se frequency was pr0portional to the turbine speed and fluid 
volumetric flow rate. This signal was converted by a cotmnercially 
available electronic frequency converter to a DC voltage proportional 
to the flow rate. The noise level of the frequency converter output 
required a filter to suppress the high frequency noise. The filtered 
signal from the. frequency converter was recorded by the oscillogrciph. 
Safety Features. The heated section was surrounded with .a 1/4 in. 
aluminum plate shield, designed to protect personnel from a test sec-
tion failure. A 1000 psi rupture disc located at the accumulator 
connection protected the loop from being accidentally overpressured. 
The laboratory water piping system was isolated from a,pressure surge 
in the event of a cooler failure by a 600 psi check valve installed 
upstream of the coolers. In addition, a safety interlock shut eff 
the electrical heating pewer if: the pressure exceeded a set value, 
which could be varied at a pressure limit switch; the temperature 
near the heater exit exceeded a preset value; er the flow rate fell 
below a selected value. 
Thermal Insulation. ·After the loop and instrumentation assembly 
was complete, the entire loop was thermally insulate.cl. The leop had 
been insulated during assembly at all points of centact with the 
supporting framework with several layers ef 85 percent magnesia in-
sulation before being loosely clamped in place. This type ef assembly. 
was chosen te allow the loop to "grow" during thermal expansion. The 
test section was covered with a 2 in, layer of molded 85 percent 
magnesia insulation. The balance 0f the loop was cevered with two 
layers of 1-1/2 in. thick spun fiberglass bats, with aluminum foil 
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on the outside. Temperature drops of only 1 to 2°rwere measured be-
tween the heater and- vertical cooler, during operat:i-on, . at:testing to 
the efficiency of the insulation. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The loop was hydrostatically tested with nitrogen gas at 800 psi 
after the loop was assembled. A large amount of effort was required . 
to seal all the _leaks at the tubing connectors which tended to buckle 
the thin tubing. In all subsequent modifications, heliarc welding 
was employed as much as possible to avoid this trouble. When the 
leaks were stopped so that the hydrostatic pressure could be held 
overnight a similar check was made with a yacuum pump which evacuated 
the loop to an absolute pressure of 50 microns Hg. 
When the system was satisfactorily sealed, the evacuated loop was. 
filled with fluid by heating the Refrigerant 114 supply cylinder, 
.whicll was connected to the PS pressure tap, with heating tapes so 
that the saturation pressure in the supply tank was about 20 psi 
greater than the sat;:uration pressure corresponding to the temperature 
in the loop. The temperature in the loop was lowered by circulating 
tap water through the bottom horizontal cooler so that a,pressure of 
40 psig in the supply tank was sufficient for the filling operation. 
When the loop was full of liquid R-ll4, the pressure in the lo9p rose 
to the pressure level in the supply cylinder. The accumulator valve 
was then opened and a small additional amount of R-ll4 was. added to 
ensure that there was sufficient fluid in the system to permit 
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pressurization with the .accumulator. Allmanemeter .and pressure 
li.nes were then ))led to remove any air which may have remained in the 
system. 
At the· start ·Of a:h .,experimental run, the sy.stem was pressurized 
te a supercritical pressure by regulati,ng· the nitrdgen pressure on 
the gas side of.the accum4,latC:lr. This supercritical pressure ~as 
mainta,ined, throughout the exp.eriment ,- ensuring that subcritical boil-
ing would not be encountered. 
During the initial pressurization the calibration of.the absolute 
pressure tt;ansducers and, their electronic circuits was checked by 
comparing their output· _at ·the- oscillograph with the bourdon tupe 
pressure gauge. When the .system was pressurized, the turbine flow-
meter was checked by starting the ,pump and comparing the flpwmeter. 
output at the oscillograph with the venturi, pressure drop at the· 
manometer. To check the-thermocouple circuit, a calibrated signal 
was fed to each amplifier in turn and its gain was. adjusted so that 
the .proper osc;illegraph response-was obtained. The calibration could 
also be checked during a test by comparing the recorded value's with 
values read .from .. a potentiometer ccmnected to the thermocouples 
thrqugh-a selector switch. 
As soon ·as the daily check of the instrumentation was complete, 
the cooling water was turned on to, ma:,cimum capacity, the pump was. 
started and the flow rate was set if a fot;'ced.circulation run was 
planned, and. then· .the electrical heating power was slowly increased 
to. a selected -value where it waS\ maintained. After the system reached. 
thermal equilibrium the cooling water was slewly decreased, causing. 
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the bulk temperature to increase. In this manner the bulk temperature 
was varied. slowly from amb_ient temperatures to te~peratur_es exceeding 
the pseudocritical. Several. runs were made to ensure that the be-
havior of the system was similar when the. system was slowly cooled 
over the same range. During the _run, a compl~te record of. the .. 
transient behavior was obtained.by rec;ording the ·outputs of select~d 
wall and bulk thermocouples, pressure transducers, .and flowmeter ,with 
the recording· oscillograph.. A close visual check of ·.these quantities 
was maintained. as they were recorded by the oscillograph and with the 
indicating- instrumentation. 
As_ the ,system was heated, the thermal expansion of the fluid 
woul.d tend to increase the pressure of the system. The pressure was 
kept at a ,constant level. by regulating the nitrogen pressure pn the 
gas .side of the. accumulator, allowing the fluid to expand, into the 
accumulator. The acctimulatqr also tended to absorb any pressure 
surges which were encountered during the oscillations. 
It was found that; the accumulator did not affect the r·apid. type 
of oscillat.icms to an appreciable extent. This was determined. by 
closing, the ,accumulator valve while the rapid oscillations were 
occl,l.rring, or were about to _occur. This closing had p.o -appreciable 
effect on the, inceptioQ or maintainence o:(: the ,rapid osc~llations ~ 
Clqsing of the ac~umulator valve had much more effect on the._ 
slower type of oscillati_ons which_ were encounte1:'ed -with bulk temper-
atures slightly below the pseudocritical. These slow, oscillations 
were accompanied .by a sudden_ improvement -of the heat_ tra111:1fer coeffi-
cient during ea.ch cycle, as will be explained-in the next, chapter, 
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wh.ich resulted in an. accompanying increased heat. transfer rate to the 
fluid. This resulted .in an.abrupt expansion of the fluid in the 
heated section. . With the ac.ct.imulator val, ve open, the resultant . pres~ 
sure surge was greatly absorped;.. but -a comparatively large- mass inter-:-
change occurred between the loop and the accumulator -du1;ing each .. -
pressure _cycle which caused-. the heater inle·t temperatures to vary 
substantially. This inlet temperature variation was a confusion 
factor in the interpreta,tion of the results. With the accumulator ,· 
valve clo~ed, a large variation of pressure occurred which could not 
be toler.ated_. A compromhe between, these extremes was reached by 
op.erating with the accumulator valve barely cr.acked epen. Th.e pres:-
sure surge was absorbed to a great extent, at1d the inlet temperature 
still did not- vary substantially. 
In 9rder to OQtain consistent results, the wall temperatures 
could not be allowed-. to exceed 600 to 700°F. - If thi~ temperature 
limit was exceeded a chemical reaction apparently was sta.rted or 
accelerated ·on the wall. Eventually a deposit would build up so that-. 
the ou.tside wall temperatures were up to 200°F higher than t;.hei;r 
former values. The deposit would cause the inception point of ·the 
oscillations to vary but otherwise did not affect the qualitative be- -
havior of the loop, i.e.,. the same types of oscillat·ions were observed 
with and without_ the deposit, The deposit tended to make the rapid 
oscilla,tiot1s ·occur -at lower bulk temperatures, probably due to the 
higher wall_ temperatures. They also tended _to make the transition to 
the !'boiling-like" behavior, which _triggered t;.he slow oscillati_ons ,_ 
less abrupt, so that this type of' oscillation was les.s severe after 
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the ,deposit had formed. When the .test .section was thoroughly cleaned 
with a wire )>rush- and. alcohol, the loop re.verted to its original be-
havior. The reaction limited the electrical power to 9 kw. 
The incluf?ion of the 1/2 in. turbine ffowmeter in the loop 
caused a substaµtial damping. of the rapid type of osc:Ulati()ns. · Rapid 
pressure oscillations of up to 120 psi amplitude were obse-rved .before 
the flowmeter wa~ installed. The amplitude did not exceed 30 psi for 
tl).e ·same type .of, oscillation after the f19wmeter was installed; and . 
did not·occur at all during subsequent forced convection runs, unless 
the pump bypass valve was partially open. 
It was also found that· certain sizes of pressure transducer .. lines 
caused_ spurious pressure oscillations. These osc:Ulat.ions were 
characterized·by the fact that the·frequency varied at various trans-
ducers, and with the length of·line .between the pressure tap and .the 
transducer. In general they cquld be avoided by either increasing or 
decreasing the length of the line, to avoid a resonant condition. 
,• • ·cHAPTER V 
EXPERIMENTAL. _RESULTS 
Instabilities, which result. in a periodic variation of flow and 
pressure during he.at transfer to a fluid at a supercritical pressure, 
were studied in a heat transfer loop designed to operate by either 
natural or force.cl convection. The instabilities were strongly damped 
during forced convection operation at. flow rates gre"ater . than would 
be att.ained by natural convection, so attention was concentrat_ed on 
the ins.tabilities observed during natural convection opera.tion. 
Two different types of osciilatory behavior were observed·. during 
the tests. The first was of an acoustic nature, exhibiting harmonic 
pressure and-flow oscillations in·the frequency range of s·to 30.cps. 
The acoustic oscillations occurred over a range of bulk temperatures 
below the pseudocritical temperature. · The seccmd type of instability 
was characterize<l by a· frequency which was two orders of magnitu4e 
less than for the sonic. type.. This type of oscillation ·occurred as. 
the he_ater outlet bulk temperature approached the pseudC;>critical 
temperature, and .is best described by considei::ing the- entire fluid· 
mass as a rigid body vibrating about.its equilibrium condition. 
Acoustic Oscillations 
As the system was heated, sinu.soidal. fltictuations in flow and .. 
pressure were.encol\ntered. See Fig. 8. The frequency of these 
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Fig. 8. Sinusoidal Pressure Variation During Acoustic Oscillations 
oscillations varied from 5 to 30 cps, decreasing as the average 
temperature in the loop was raised up to the pseudocritical temper-
ature. These oscillations occurred intermittently as the loop was 
slowly heated at constant electrical power from the ambient temper-
ature to the pseudocritical temperature. The amplitude of the 
pressure oscillations varied intermittently as the test progressed, 
generally falling in the range of Oto 40 psi, with a maximum re-
corded amplitude of 120 psi. The frequency did not depend upon, and 
the amplitude increased only slightly with, the heating rate. 
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The bulk temperature·. at which the ·oscillations first occurred de-
creased with the heating pewer. Representative conditions at which 
the os.cillatiens first occurred. are shown in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
LOWER LIMIT OF ACOUSTIC OSCILLATION RANGE 
Inlet Bulk ·outlet Buik 
Pawer· Temperature Temperature 
(kw) OF OF 
2 205 246 
4 140 195 
6 130 211 
8 120 203 
The acoustic oscillations were observed over the temperature .range· 
from the lower limit shown in Table IV up to outlet bulk temperatures 
near t4e pSeudocritical temperature. 
In .this ran,ge the ,oscillations occurred spontaneously as the loop 
was slowly heated or cooled. In·some cases the oscillations were 
sustained for over thirty minutes. Varying the inlet temperature, 
pressure, pow:er, er flow rate could also cause ·the oscillations to 
commence or subside. The freqtiency of the oscillations·did not depend 
upon .the_ir amplitude .or how they were initiated. Occasionally the 
oscillations would start t although, generally at· small amplitude, with-. 
out any discernible change in any ef the observed parameters. 
Generally when large amplitude fluctuations commenced, the wall. 
temperat1;1re dropped . in -part : or all, of the ·tes-t section indicating an 
impravement .. of · the heat transfer coe~ficient. A typical record of 
this occurrence is shown .in Fig. 9,' which illustrates ·the w,all temper~· 
ature drop as the.large amplitude pressure oscillations co111menced and 
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Fig. 9. Experimental Record of Acoustic Oscillations 
the subsequent wall temperature increase as the large amplitude os-
cillations subsided. The pressure oscillations continued, but at a 
decreased amplitude, between these events. Only relatively minor 
flow oscillations were detected at these conditions but the high fre-
quency flow oscillations became more pronounced at higher temperatures. 
Figure 9 also illustrates the abrupt increase of the outlet bulk 
temperature as the heater wall was cooled. The abrupt change in T 
0 
reflected the increased heat transfer rate to the fluid as the heater 
wall was cooled and the subsequent decreased heat transfer rate when 
part of the electrical energy was used for heating the heater wall. 
The outlet bulk temperature lagged behind the wall temperature because 
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of the downstream location of the outlet bulk thermocouple. Despite 
the relatively large bulk temperature change at these low temperatures, 
the flow rate and.pressure were not greatly affected. 
Frequently the rapid type of oscillations were sustained for 
much longer periods than shown in Fig. 9. At certain conditions the 
oscillations seemed to be capable of maintaini~g themselves indef-
initely provided that the system parameters could be held constant. 
On several occasions, the oscillations were maintained for over 
thirty minutes before the inlet temperature or power was intentionally 
changed, causing the oscillations to subside. The envelope of the 
pressure oscillations in Fig. 9 is an example of the intermittent 
nature .. of· the pressure amplitude. 
A more.regular .variation of the pressure amplitude is illustrated 
in Fig. 10, which illustrates a type of "beating" phenomenon which was 
observed on several .occasions. The beats are believed to have oc-
curred due to the superposition of two differen.t, ,1:>µt. almost equal, 
frequencies. In such a case, a periodic rise and fall of intensity 
occurs at a frequency equal to the difference between the two component 
frequencies. For example, the pressure beats.shown in Fig. 10 could 
have ·occurred·due to the superposition of 13 cps and 13 ± 1·cps pres-
sure oscillations. 
The experimental results suggested that the high frequency os-
cillations encountered at.bulk temperatures substantially below the 
pseudocritical were an acoustical wave type of disturbance. In this 
region, a high response differential pressure transducer connected 
across the venturi indicated large oscillations,in the venturi 
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Fig. 10. Pressure "Beats" during Acoustic Oscillations 
differential pressure drop. A high response turbine type flowmeter was 
installed in the loop to check if these oscillations were caused by 
variation in the flow. The turbine flowmeter did not indicate large 
fluctuations in flow that corresponded to the fluctuating pressure drop 
measured across the venturi. It was suspected that the large venturi 
pressure drop fluctuations were caused by acoustic type pressure waves 
crossing the venturi taps, with the pressure phase difference causing 
the large venturi pressure fluctuations. This theory could explain all 
of the excess venturi pressure drop which was observed if the acoustic 
wave length was sufficiently short. However, subsequent analysis (see 
Appendix A) revealed that the acoustic wave length was too long to 
' ,, 
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account for all ·of. the excessive venturi pressure fluctuation. It is 
now believed that the large.venturi pressure fluctuations were caused 
partly by a mechanical.vibration of the loop and venturi pressure .. 
lines. 
The sinusoidal behavior of the.oscillations at such definite 
frequencies indicated·that they were of an acoustic nature. If some 
element of the loop acted as an acoustic resonator, then the funda-
mental frequency of the oscillation would depend upon the sonic speed 
of the fluid in the resonati.ng element and the characteristic wave. 
length of the resonating element according to the equation, 
f = c/"A (5.1) 
A plot of the experimentally determined fre~uenpies versus 
average bu.lk temperature for the 49 .1 ft loop used in the present 
tests is shown in. Fig. 11.· Also included are the results for two 
different lengths of.loop.from.Reference 28. Two facts are evident~ 
The frequency decreased with increasing temperature as would.be sur-
mised from Eq. (5.1) and the behavior of the ·sonic velocity which 
similarly decreases with temperature in the given region. The fre-
quency was inversely proportional to the length of·the loop for a 
given average temperature. Evidentally the rapid oscillations were 
acoustic in nature with a wave length proportional to the length of 
the loop. Calculation.of the wave length from.Eq. (5.1) and the 
property data·of Van ,Wieand Ebel (2) showed that the wave length was 
equal to the length arqund:the loop. 
The sonic-velocity was calculated from the experimentally deter-
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Fig. 11. Variation of Acoustic Frequency with 
Temperature for Various Loop Lengths 
in Fig. 5. The calculated values agree reasonably well with the ap-
proximation that the sonic velocity varies with the cube of the den-
sity in the compressed liquid region, and with experimentally meas-
ured carbon dioxide sonic velocities (3). 
In several isolated instances, when the power was suddenly in-
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a 
creased, the frequency was twice as large as shown by the relationship 
in Fig. 11. Evidently, the loop was vibrating temporarily at the 
second harmonic frequency, with a wave length equal to half the loop 
length. These isolated instances resulted in more severe pressure os-
cillations across the venturi as would be expected. 
These results offer convincing evidence that the rapid type of 
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pressure oscillation was an acoustic wave traveling around the loop 
with a wave length equal t;o the loop length. What remains to be ex-
plained is the mechanism which perpetuated.· the oscillatien after it 
was-.initiated by some type of disturbance. In the absence of a: per-
iodic forcing_function the oscillation would have quickly damped out 
due to the natur~l damping af the system~ In order.for the oscilla-
tion to. have .been maintained it is necessary that a mechanism existed· 
such that.the acoustic pressure wave was reinforced.upon-passing a, 
given point in the system.· 
An _analogous situation, ii:i which a small gas flame introduced· 
into a resonant chamber caused a musical .note at the natura~ -freql!,~n.cy 
of the resonator, ,was not;iced as .early as 1777. A detailed ex~ina- .· 
tion by Sondhauss (61) and Lord Rayleigh (62) proved-that·the vibra .... 
tioti was caused by a varying supply .af gas furni,shed- to the flame. A 
resonant vibration was-set up in the gas supply line, which resulted 
in a variable . .source of heat from -the singing flame which oould maitJ..""·· 
tain the resenant oscillations if the supply line was the proper 
length. Frequently, some outside means were necessary to initiate the -
vibrations, but onc:e started they could maintai,n themselves.at the 
natural-frequency ef the resonator. The critical factor as to whether 
the vibrations were maintained or strongly damped was the. length of 
the -gas supply line. If conditions were such tha_t the maximum- heat. 
transifer rate coincided with the instant of_. greatest condensation, 
i.e.; tqe heat supply was in phase with the condens1;1tioi:i., the_ vibra-
tions were _most, strengly maintained. If the heat supply was in phase .. · 
with _the rarefactions the vibrations were strongly damped. It is 
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reasonable to c~nclude that this type of model could be used to ex-
plain the mechanism which causes acoustic oscillation to be maintained 
during heat traI).sfer to a supercritical fluid. 
Consider a heated surface in contact with a flµid, at a. 
pressure exceeding the critical pressure of·the fluid, and with a 
bulk temperature-less than the pseudecritical temperature. Assume 
that ·the wall temperature· _exceeds the pseudocritical. temperature. 
Then the bulk of the.fluid is "liquid-like" but in the heated boundary 
layer the fluid properties tend to resemble those of a gas, i.e., the 
fluid in. the boundary layer is highly compressible with a low density. 
The thermal conductivity of the boundary layer fluid increases with 
pressure. A pressure wave passing the heated-surface tends to _com-
press the fluid in the -boundary layer,. and improve the heat traQ.sfer 
rate to the fluid momentarily. As a rarefaction wave passes the sur-
face, the ·boundary layer expands causing a dec:,rea~e in.the heat trcans-
fer. rate. It. is seen that conditions are ideal for maintaining the 
vibrations in a manner.similar to that of the "s:Lngi,ng flame." 
Apparently it was- necessary for the bulk of the fluid to be in a 
pseudoliquid. state- for the oscillations to occur, since the oscilla-
tions were .not noted at ,,bulk tem_peratm::es greater than the pseudo-
cri tical. The pressure increase may have compressed the gas-like 
boundary layer· fluid. so th.at it resembled a liquid in density, in 
which case the resulting "implosion" could have generated pressure 
waves _which would have amplified tq.e -original pressure disturb_ance in 
addition to. the heat transfer . effect described in the_ .preceding para-
graph •. 
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The wall temperatu~e tended to decrease rapidly as the acoustic 
oscillations commenced., It ·was difficult to _determine whether the 
wall tempei;-ature drop preceded the pressure o.scillations, or vice-
versa. Experimental evidence has shown that sound-waves from an ex-
ternal. source affect the beundary layers on heated surfac-es,, resulting 
in increased heat transfer coefficients (63). Consequently, one might_ 
suspect that the ·drop in _wall temperature was caused .,by an .improve-
ment of the heat transfer coefficient due to the.interaction of the 
acoustic field- with the. local flow field at. ,the heated surface. · This 
introduces the -interesting possibility_that-an optimum frequency may 
exist for improving the heat transfer coefficient. The resonant fre-
quency of -the loop could._be varied -by changing the loop geometry so 
as to coincide with t}J.e -optimum frequency, resulting in minimum wall 
temperatures. Possibly this acoustic effect can explain part of the 
increase in, heat transfer coe:f;ficient which_ has been.observed-near 
the critical state and which has been attributed to 11boiUrtg-like'' 
effects. 
The,experimental•data.indicate ,that _the acoustic effect described· 
above was not the-only cause of the sudden drop in wall temperature. 
_ Installation of·· the turbine flowmeter in the. loop. introduced su(ficient 
acoustic damping Sl,lch that the -ac9ustic oscillations never occurred 
thereafter in forceq. convection runs with the bypass.valve clo~ed, and· 
tl:ie ·amplitude of the acoustic, oscillations which occurred during sub-
sequent natural convection operation was reduced by a factor of 2 to 
4. · The aco1,1stic oscillations occµrred at low forced.convection flow 
rates in which the_ pump bypass valve was slightly opened; however, 
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this type of run was essentially a mixed convection type. At flow 
rates comparable to those observed during natural convection opera-
tion, the pump did not contribute materially to the process since the 
density head was sufficient to overcome the frictional head. Appat-
ently the combination of the flowm.eter and the pump in series was 
sufficient to prevent the acoustic wave from traversing the loop al-
though neither would suffice by itself. Nevertheless, an improvement 
of heat transfer coefficient occurred as evidenced by rapidly de-
creasing wall temperatures and increasing bulk temperatures without 
any detectable acoustic oscillations. See Fig. 12. Evidently the 
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"boiling-like" behavior. occurred indep'endently of the acoustic vibra-
tions. This suddenly increased heat transfer coefficient will be re-
ferred to as "boiling-like" behavior in the balance of this thesis. 
The abrupt transition to the "boiling-like" behavior momentarily 
more than doubled the heat transfer_ rate to the fluid as the heater 
wall was rapidly cooled. This caused the fluid to expand rapidly, 
sending out pressure waves at the speed of sound which triggered the 
oscillatory, behavior only if conditions were such that the pressure 
wave was sufficiently undamped during its journey back to the heated 
surface. The,se results demonstrate that the acous.tic escillations 
can be avoided provi<led sufficient aco.ustic attenuation is incorpora-
ted ·into the-heat transfer loop. This may explain the absence of 
this type of oscillation: in the supercritical water tests reported by 
Dickinson and Welch (16). It seems that these results alse ef.fer 
further evidence ef the supercritical"boiling-like"phenomenon which 
Goldmann (11) first postubted, and which has be~n used to explain 
high heat transfer coefficients measured near the pseudocritical 
temperature (16). 
The initial pressure dist,urbance was propagated both upstream 
and downstream at the sonic speed superposed en the fluid velecity. 
Hence the pressure wav;e propagated downs.tream would arrive back at 
the point·where the disturbance originated before the pressure wave 
propagated upstream. This difference should result in a "beatingll 
phenomenon such as is shown in Fig. 10. At representative fluid 
velocities, the period ef the beats would be at least ten times 
greater than shown in Fig. 10. The· absenc.e ef beats with sucl,i periods 
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was interpreted to mean that only one of the propagated pressure waves 
was maintained. Comparison of the pressure phase difference at. two 
adjacent pressure taps indicated that the pressure wave which was 
propagated downstream was ma.intained. 
If the heated test. section were a small diameter channel connected 
to the rest of the loop by large diameter mixing chambers or co.nnec,... 
tions, the resonating element :would not be the entire loop, but merely 
the .small diameter channel. A pressure dis,turbance generated in the 
small .diameter tubing would be reflected back at the cennectien. and 
stand.ing waves. would develop, in contrast to the traveling waves gen-
erated in the constant diameter closed loop. Acoustic oscillations 
would occur in this type of system regardless of the damping (pump, 
orifice, etc.) which was included in the rest of the loop, and also 
whether the lc>op was a closed or open flow path. The small diameter 
section would behave.as an open ended tube, with co:nstant pressure at 
the .ends and the maximum pressure variation. at the midpoint of the 
resonator for the fundamental frequency. The fundamental wave length 
would be approximately twice the length of the small diameter section. 
When the heated section was not centered on the small diameter section, 
i.e., greater entrance length than exit length,. it would .be necessary 
for higher harmonic frequencies to develop if the maximum pressure 
variation were to oc.cur .at the heated section. A similar situation 
would exist if the heated section extended over most of the resonator. 
Systems of more complex geometry, multichannels, etc., could also act 
as aco~stic resonators, but a pioi;-e complex an~lysis would be required 
to determine the fundamental frequency. 
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Several examples of both types of r~sonating elements are avail-
able in the literatu.re. The loops with small diameter heated sections 
have often exhibited. high frequencies and audible screaming 
noises (1, 12 ,19-21). The results of Reference 21 appear to. be an 
exceI!ent exa.J.llpie ef standing pressure waves in a short, small dia-
meter tu.be with higher harmonic.s present. The loops consisting of 
essentially cori'S.tant diameter tubing have exhibited a lower resonant 
frequency due to their longer fundamental wave length as characterized 
by the :results of this. study and those of References 7, 8, 28 and 64. 
Frequencies. calculated using the acoustic resonator model agree quanti-
tatively with the results which are available. This supports the con-
clusien that the high frequency oscillations are of a resonant aceus-
tic nature. Attempts to duplicate this type of result with analytical 
medels which neglect sonic effects have proved fruitless. 
Slow Oscillations 
A slower oscillation, distinctly different than the sonic type 
discuss.ed previously, occurred as the outlet bulk temperature ap-
proached the pseudocritical temperature from the pseudoliquid state. 
The flow rate fluctuated at a much larger amp.litude and at a fre-
quency (0.05 to 0.1 cps) two orders of magnitude less than was ob-
served during the sonic oscillations. 
The slow es.cill.ations which were enceuntered at less than 8 kw 
electrical power input were of a similar nature, but were less .severe, 
spontaneeus, or sustaine·d, than at. the higher power input, The slow 
oscillatiens enceuntered at 9 kw did not differ significap.tly from 
those observed at 8 kw power. Operation at higher power inputs re-
sulted in excessive heater wall temperatures as described at the end 
of this chapter. 
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Instead of acoustic pressure waves propagating around the loop, 
this type of osc:i,llation -is analogous to the fluid in the loop, con-
sidered as a solid body, performing a mechanical vibration about the 
equilibrium position. Such a vibration, similar to that performed by 
a U-tube manometer, would quickly damp out due to the natural damping 
forces if it were not periodically perturbed. The data .indicate that 
the perturbing force, or forcing function occurred due to a sudden 
change in the heat transfer coeffi.cient. The sudden improvement of 
the heat transfer coefficient is attributed to the occur.rence of a 
"boiling-:-like" phenomenon in the supercritical fluid. The rapid 
change indicates that a nonequilibrium condition may be involved 
similar to the "superheat" required to initiate nucleate boiling. 
A record of the experimentally observed -behavior during the slow 
oscillations is shown _in Fig. 13. When the heat transfer coefficient 
improvement or "boiling-like" phenomenon occurred the wall temperature 
dropped rapidly, as. approximately indicated by the insulated thermo-
couple on the outside wall. Simultaneously the net heat tr.ansfer to 
the .fluid increased rapidly due to the deer.eased energy stored in the 
heater walls even though the electrical power to the test section re-
mained constant. Coaling the 0.035 in. thick heater wall 45°F in two 
seconds req~ired a twofold increase in the heat transfer rate to the 
fluid at 8 kw electrical power input. The. suddenly increased heat 
trans.fer rate caused a rapid expansion of the fluid in the test 
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Fig. 13. Experimental Record of Slow Oscillations; Wall 
Temperature Drop in Phase with Flow Oscillations 
section, resembling a mild flashing, and caused the pressure pulse 
tha-t was observed. The expansion of the fluid in the heated sec-
tion and riser, contributed to a greater density head, which is the 
driving force of free convection flow. This caused the flow rate to 
suddenly increase at a more rapid rate. The flow rate increased to 
a maximum and then decayed asymptotically. If the "boiling-like" 
phenomenon were not repeated, the oscillations would damp out after 
only a few cycles as is graphically illustrated at the end of the 
record. 
The asymmetrical shape of the sustained flow oscillations is 
characteristic of the results of many other instability studies. 
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Such a shape indicates that a perturbing force was affecting the sys-
tem, resulting in an increased time derivative of the flow rate while 
:the perturbing force was effective. 
Near the pseudocritical temperature, the enthalpy increase re-
sulting from the increased heat transfe.r rate caused a relatively 
small bulk temperature increase and a large specific volume increase. 
The rapid expansion of the fluid, resembling a minor explosion, caused 
the pressure level of t.he loop to increase abruptly unless absorbed 
by the accumulator, while the resultant increased density head was 
sufficient to increase the natural circulation flow rate by nearly 20 
percent. This increase. may be compared to the smaller effect at 
lower temperatures which is shown in Fig. 9. The decreased effect at 
the lower temperature was due to the. smaller rate of change of .the 
density with enthalpy as the temperature decreased from. the pseudo-
critical. However, the smaller specific heat at the lower temper-
atures, resulted in a more severe outlet bulk temperature variation. 
The increased flow rate and rapidly changing conditiens at the 
heated surface caused the l'boiling-like" behavior to soon terminate 
as evidenced by the rising wall temperature. If conditions were such 
that th.e "boiling-like" behavior was· repeated' a periodic transient 
developed. Figure 13 is an illustration of the heat transfer im-
provements occurring in phase with the flow oscillations, as fre-
quently happened. When the conditions were held constant, this type 
of oscillations appeared capable of being maintained indefintely. 
Occasionally the heat transfer improvements oc.curred out of 
phase with the flow oscillations, ahd the resulting record provided 
additional insight into the mechanism. When the time between im-
provements was longer than the flow period, the flow decayed asymp-
totically back to equilibrium following an impulse, as shown in Fig. 
14. This record definitely shows that the improvements had to be re-
peated for the oscillations to be sustained and is a good illustra-
tion of the damped nature of the flow oscillations. 
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figure 15 :Ulustrates a shorter t.ime between heat transfer 1m ... 
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provements than the flow rate period. It is seen that the effect of a 
heat transfer improvement out of phase was to cause a pressure im-
pulse, but to not greatly affect the flow rate. This behavior is 
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similar to that observed when pushing a child in a swing. If the 
pushes coincide with the natural frequency of the swing, a large 
amplitude results with little effort. If the pushes are out of phase, 
the inertia of the child may be greater than the force applied and the 
swing's amplitude will be decreased but the swing will not be stopped. 
Similarly, the flow rate's amplitude was decreased, but the flow rate 
still tended to oscillate at its natural frequency. 
Since forced convection heat transfer coefficients generally in-
crease with the mass flow rate, it could be argued that the wall 
temperature drop was caused by the flow rate change, rather than vice 
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versa. However the results shown in Fig. 15 tend to refute this idea. 
Also it would seem that if an increased flow rate (which could be 
caused by a suddenly decreased frictional pressure drop) had initiated 
the transient, the pressure should have initially d~creased, rather 
than increased as the data show. 
The factors which caused the "boiling-like" behavior to be 
initiated must be better understood before an explanation of the non-
periodic times between heat transfer improvements can be advanced. 
Nevertheless these results clearly illustrate the role of the heat 
transfer improvement in triggering and maintaining the slow oscilla-
tions. It is believed that a similar conclusion holds for subcritical 
boiling systems. The suddenly increased heat transfer coefficient as 
subcooled nucleate boiling is initiated may well be the primary 
forcing function which causes boiling instability to be initiated and 
sustained, rather than the hydrodynamic characteristics to which the 
boiling instability is often attributed. 
The reason for the more severe pressure surges in Figs. 13 and 
15 than in Fig. 14 is that the accumulator valve was barely cracked 
open in the two former runs. This also resulted in less variation of 
the inlet bulk temperature than is shown in Fig. 14, which was caused 
by the introduction of colder fluid from the accumulator. Completely 
closing the accumulator valve resulted in 60 psi pressure surges, but 
the oscillatory behavior was similar to that observed with the accumu-
lator valve slightly open. Results of such tests indicated that the 
forcing mechanism did not depen~ primarily upon either the pressure 
surges or an inlet temperature feedback. 
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Fig. 16. Simultaneous Occurrence of Acoustic and Slow Oscillations 
Frequently the acoustic type of oscillation occurred simultane~ 
ously with the slow oscillations, as is shown in Figs. 13 and 15 and 
on an expanded time scale in Fig. 16. These oscillations were the 
slowest acoustic oscillations measured during the test program due to 
the minimum sonic velocity at these conditions. It was noted that 
the flow rate amplitude increased for the slower sonic oscillations. 
The simultaneous occurrence of the two types of oscillations is fur-
ther proof that they were of a distinct nature. 
Another feature which distinguishes the two types of oscillations 
is that the frequency of the sonic oscillations decreased with temper-
ature while the frequency of the slow oscillation increased with 
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temperature, as can be seen by comparing Figs. 13 and 14. The in-
crease of the slow oscillations' frequency with temperature is pre-
dieted by the analytical model described in the next chapter. 
The incorporation of the turbine flowm.eter and venturi in the 
loop permitted flow measurement at two independent locations. Since 
the venturi was located between the accumulator and heater entrance 
and the turbine flowm.eter was located between the heater exit and the 
accumulator, see Fig. 7, they could be used to compare the flow rate 
at the heater inlet and exit respectively. Such a comparison is 
shown in Fig. 17. It is seen that the heat transfer improvement 
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Experimental Record of Slow Oscillations; Flow 
Rate at Flowmeter and Venturi Difference 
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caused the flow rate to increase from the heater exit, but to de-
crease at the heater inlet. This is the type of behavior which would 
be expected and has been described for a boiling system by Meyer (40). 
It is seen that, except for a short time after the impulse, the in-
let velocity tended to follow the exit velocity. The analytical model 
presented in Chapter VI neglects this variation and should predict an 
average velocity between these two extremes. 
The instabilities were strongly damped during forced convection 
operation at flow rates greater than the natural convection flow rate. 
This suggests that a means of avoiding the instabilities would be to 
operate by forced convection, although economic and practical con-
siderations might make such a design undesirable. Figure 18 illus-
trates a type of instability which was observed during forced con-
vection operation, with the bypass valve closed, at a flow rate 
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Fig. 18. Irregular Instability at Low Forced Convection Flow Rate 
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slightly lower than the natural convection flow rate. The wall temper-
ature variation indicates a sporatic 11boiling-like11 occurrence caused 
the flow between the heater outlet and accumulator to vary in an ir-
regular fashion as measured by the turbine flowmeter. The flow rate 
from the pump, as measured by the venturi, did not. exhibit a similar 
variation. These results demonstrate that the sporatic nature of the 
supercritical 11boiling-like11 phenomenon does not depend entirely upon 
a large temperature or flow feedback. The more regular nature of the 
slow oscillations during natural convection operation was due to the 
freedom of the fluid to vibrate about the equilibrium conditions which 
the restraint imposed by the pump and throttling valve prevented. 
All of the previous results were obtained when only the cooler on 
the vertical leg was employed. Operation with the upper horizontal 
cooler is illustrated in Fig. 19. It is seen that the greater height 
between the heater and cooler resulted in a larger flow rate as would 
be expected. The first part of the record shows the wall temperature 
varying out of phase with the flow oscillations. Although fairly high 
pressure surges resulted, the flow rate was not affected greatly. As 
the inlet temperature was raised, the heat transfer improvement began 
to vary at a frequency comparable to the natural flow frequency, which 
was larger than that observed at a similar temperature employing the 
vertical cooler. The flow amplitude increased, but not to the extent 
observed during operation with the vertical cooler. The pressure 
. 
surges were more severe than during similar operation with the verti-
cal cooler. The reasons for these differences are discussed in 
Chapter VI and Appendix B, 
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Fig. 19. Experimental Record of Slow Oscillations; 
Operation with Upper Horizontal Cooler 
Anomalous Behavior 
When transducers were connected to the loop at the P0 and P1 lo-
cations shown in Fig. 7 by three foot lengths of quarter inch tubing, 
it was found that extraneous~ 100 cps resonant oscillations were 
maintained in these connecting lines under certain conditions. These 
extraneous vibrations were characterized by the fact that the fre-
quency was often different at the two transducers and tended to be 
superposed upon the other oscillations which have been reported in this 
chapter. Lengthening one of the lines to six feet cut the dominant 
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extraneous frequency of that transducer in half, which confirmed that 
the connecting tubing was responsible for the extraneous pressure 
oscillations. The length of connecting tubing was reduced to five 
inches, and all sup:erfluous pressure lines were eliminated .from ,the 
loop. This reduced the extraneous vibrations to a minimum. 
When the wall temperature was allowed to exceed 600° to 700°F, 
a chemical reaction was started or accelerated at the wall. Eventually 
a deposit would build up on the heater wall so that the outside wall 
temperatures were up to·200°F higher than their former values. An-
other effect noted was that the "boiling-like" behavior was initiated 
more frequently and at correspondingly lower bulk temperatures, re-
sulting in more acoustic oscillations, but less severe slow oscilla-
tions near the pseudocritical temperature. Otherwise, the deposit did 
not seem to affect the transient behavior of the loop. When the test 
section was thoroughly cl.eaned with a wire brush and alcohol, the loop 
reverted to its original behavior. The reaction limited the electrical 
power input to 9 kw. 
An interesting result was obtained when this limit was exceeded 
briefly. A subsequent forced convection run at 8 kw power and 5 gpm 
flow rate was started. The higher flow rate should have resulted in 
a lower wall temperature than during a similar natural convection run. 
With bulk temperatures less than 200°F (94°F below the critical) and 
wall temperatures of about. 400°F, a hot spot developed at the test 
section exit. The wall temperature increased to greater than 600°F 
at the top thermocouple. As the bulk temperature was raised slowly, 
the hot spot moved down the section, affecting one thermocou]?le at a 
time. Thi.s particular experiment was repeated three times with 
similar res.ults, altheugh the wall temperature level gradually rose 
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as the tests progressed, indicating that the dep·esit ¥:~~ building up 
in the test section. This indicated that a chemical reaction was 
respons_ible for the anomalous behavior. Simi1ar results were observed 
for oxygen at supercritical pressures (23) where a wall temperature 
increase from 400°R to 2000°R occurred over a small axial distance in: 
the heated :section. 
CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSTS OF SLOW OSCILLATIONS 
During certain transients, the fluid in a natural circulation 
loop. can be considered analogous to a vibrating solid body such as 
the .fluid in a U-tube manometer •. The system possesses inertia, ex-
changes momentum with the confining walls which tends to damp any 
transient behavior which occµrs,· and has a density head which may be 
considered as the driving force of the natural convection flow. When 
disturbed from an equilibrium condition, the loop tends to return to 
equilibrium via a damped oscillation around the final equilibrium 
position. In the absence of a periodic forcing function the oscilla-
tion should decay rather. quickly due to the natural damping forces. A 
sustained oscillation should develop only if an analogous forcing 
function exists which could result, for example, from a time varying 
energy input to the system or from a sporatic shift in either the 
frictional pressure drop or heat transfer coefficient correlation. 
The experimental data indicated that·a sudden and periodic im-
provement of the heat transfer coefficient, which was attributed to 
the initiation .of a "boiling-like" behavior in the supercritical fluid 
acted as a forcing function and was responsible for the initiation and 
maintenance of the slower type of flow oscillations. The heat tra~s-
fer coefficient improvement resulted in a sudden drop of the wall 
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temperature, less energy stored in the heater walls, and an increased 
heat transfer rate to the fluid from the walls, even though the 
electrical heating power remained constant. In order to demonstrate 
that this effect was of sufficient magnitude to account for the ma.in-
tenance and magnitude of the flow oscillations observed experimentally, 
during natural circulation operation, the following analysis was made. 
Basically, the solution consists of solving the energy, mass, and 
momentum conservation equations, subject to .the boundary conditions 
imposed by the loop geometry. The equations are nonlinear partial 
differential equations and an analytical solution is impossible with 
available mathematical techniques. The solution of such space and 
time dependent equations by numerical techniques has received much 
attention in recent yeat;'s, p~rticularly for two-phase systems. Using 
suitable simplifying assumptions and empirical correlations, solutions 
to the equations may be obtained. · The validity of the assumptions may 
be partially judged by comparing calculated and experimental results. 
Conservation Equations 
The derivation of the conservation equations has been covered in 
complete detail in thermal and fluid dynamics texts (65,66). In order 
to .solve these equations for turbulent nonadiabatic flow in a constant 
area pipe the following assumptions are commonly made. 
1. One dimensional geometry is assumed t1:> adequately repre-
sent .the system, i.e., ra,dial variations of properties and ;velocity 
are neglected. Viscous stresses and heat transfer.rates at tlie wall 
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are evaluated from em:pirical .correlations rather· than from calculated . 
temperature and velocity gradients. 
2. Heat conduction along the axial coerdinate is. neglected 
since it is much smaller than the convective energy transfer. 
3. The velocity is assumed to equal zero at the wall but 
to assume a uniform value away from the wall, so .there is no contribu-
tion to the energy equation from shear forces at the wall. 
4. The kinetic .and potential energy terms are assumed to 
contribute negligibly to convective energy transport in .the energy 
equation. 
5. The variation .of pressur.e with time and distance is 
assumed·to have a negligible effect on the energy balance. 
6. All, properties are considered to be evaluated at a mean 
pressure. With this .assumption the properties may be evaluated as a 
function of the enthalpy in a single-phase system. 
7. The effects of ·viscous dissipation are neglected in the 
energy· ·equation. 
With these assumptions the conservation equations for the fluid 
may be written as, follows: 
Conservation of Mass 
(6.1) 
Conservation of Momentum 
- 144 .2.E. - 'w - p 1L 
az A gc . (6. 2) 
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Conservation of Energy 
. ah + G ah = 
Pat az q"' (6.3) 






·- Neglecting ~he pressure effect (assumptions 5 and 6) eliminates sonic 
effects from the solution but considerably simplifi.es the calcula-
tions (40). Therefore, the solution of the above equations should not 
be expected to duplicate the experimentally observed acous1;:ic type of 
oscillations. 
For certain .transients further simplification may be ob.t;ained 
when the amount .of ·fluid does not change too ral?idly in any increment 
of ·the loop. Therefore the ·time derivative of density in Eq. (6 .1) 
may be.neglected so that 
or 
oG 
az = 0 
G = G(t) only 
Equation (6.5) implies that since the mass flux is constant 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
around the loop at a given time, any disturbance tends to accelerate 
the entire fluid system, i.e.;· local acceleration is neglected. This 
type of behavior is similar to that observed experimentally, except 
for a short time· after the heat transfer improvement, so the simpli-
fied model should be expected to represent the average mass ve.locity 
reasonably well. 
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When multiplied on both sides by A, Eq. (6.6) is a form of Newton's 
second law of motion, equating the loop's inertia force to the alge-
braic sum of the friction and gravitation forces. 
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (6.6) is proportional 
to the total friction pressure drop around the loop, Daily and 
Deemer (60) found that steady-state friction factors were applicable 
to the transient flow of a fluid, i.e., the total pressure drop across 
a horizontal section equalled the algebraic sum of the acceleration 
head and the instantaneous frictional pressure drop except during 
periods of high initial impulse. Friction factors measured or extra-
polated from steady-state experiments are now commonly used in tran-
sient analyses. The resistance term may be evaluated from a summation 
of calculated pressure drops across individual loop elements. If con-
ventional friction factors (66) are used to calculate the friction 
pressure drop 
(6. 7) 
where L is the equivalent element length, c;1.ccounting for bends, 
fittings, valves, etc. Using the Blasius formula (66) for f, 
f = 0.0791 (NRE)-O.ZS 
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dz (6. 8) 
(6.9) 
for the present t~sts. 
The friction pressure drop may also be evaluated from steady-state 
exper,imental ,measurements by making use of Eq. (6 .6), noting that the 
left hand side vanishes for steady-state conditions. For .steady-state 
conditions only, 
F - tf 1" dz = - g~ I p g dz_ (6.10) w 
0 
Equation (6. 9) suggests the form of the tes_t data· correh.tion which 
is shown in Fig. 20, 
F = 
8.96 Gl.S9 
( 6 .11) 
p 
and which is valid for temperatures up to the pseudocritical. This 
type of correlation eliminates uncertainties about, the effects of 
variable properties, geometry, roughness, etc., and is particularly 
convenient for the numerical calculations... It _agrees closely with. the 
results of Alstad, et al., (68) foF water in a natural circulation 
loop and -with Eq. (6.9). The dif:l;erence between the ,mass flow ex..;., 
ponent in Eqs. (6.9) and (6.11) is partially due to the viscosity 
effect O"Q.:the fric~ion factor. However, experimental pressure drop 
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Fig. 20. Empirical Friction Pressure 
Drop Correlation 
factor. The results of Reference 60 for R-11, trichloromonofluoro-
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methane, indicate that the friction factor, f, varies inversely with 
the 0.32 power, rather than the 0:.25 power, of the Reynolds number, 
which would account for nearly one-half of the variation in the mass 
flow exponent. 
In order to account for the thermal response of the walls, an 
energy balance is made on an incremental element with the following 
simplifying assumptions: 
1. At each axial position a single mean temperature is 
sufficient to represent the wall temperature. 
2. Axial heat conduction is neglected. 
3. The heat loss to- the atmosphere through the insulation 
is considered negligible. 
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4. Variati.on of metal properties with temperature is neg-
lectec:l. 
5. The he~ter wall$ are heated electrically and uniformly 
along the test section. 
The resulting equation, which, when coupled to the fluid·. censer-
/ 
vation equation, describes the wall temperature behavior is 
a T 
w 
at = q' - lTDH(T -Tb) e w (6,12) 
The rate at which heat- is transferred to the fluid per unit fluid 
volume q"' Eq. (6.3) is given by 
q"'. = (6.13) 
Equations (6.3), (6.5), (6.6) and (6.12), may now be solved 
numerically with the aid of Eq. (6,11) provided that a proper cortela-
tion of the heat"transfer coefficient, H, is available, and that the 
relationship between the fluid density, temperature, and enthalpy-is 
known for the reference pressure level. 
For the calculations which are reported, the relationship between 
the properties was obtained from the tables of Van Wieand Ebel (2). 
It was necessary to extrapolate the da_ta in the pseudoliquid region 
from saturation values using the correlation of Lyderson, Greenkorn, 
and Hougen (69). · The data used are illustrated in Figs, 3 and 4 and 
listed in Appendix C. 
Several relationships between the heat transfer coefficient- and 
the other variables were tried. The most satisfactory method was to 
use the. suggestion of Dickinson and Welc_h (16) and assign a .constant 
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value to the coefficient which depended only upon the mass velocity. 
The heat transfer coefficient was assumed to vary with the 0.8 power 
of the mass flow rate. At periodic time intervals, the ratio 0f the 
heat transfer coefficient to the mass fiow term was given a step 
change sufficient to. approximately duplicate the experimental wall 
temperature behavior during the "boiling-like" occurrence. The factom 
which caused the 11boiling-like" behavior to be initiated must be 
better underst0od before a more realistic model, which would·depend 
upon the conditions in the heated ·boundary layer, can be developed. 
Nevertheless, the simple model is adequate to demonstrate the im-
portance of the varying heat transfer coefficient,.which was observed 
experimentally, in triggering and maintaining the slow type of oscilla-
tion. 
Numerical Calculational Procedure 
The geometry of the idealized numerical model is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 21. The system consists of the closed, rectangular 
flow path, constructed of constant diameter tubing, and the fluid 
contained therein. 
The natural circulation flow is maintained by the gravity head 
due to the difference in density in the hot and cold vertical legs of 
the loop. It is assumed that a perfect surge tank exists, to accomo-
date changes of fluid ·volume, such that the pressure level remains 
constant with time. Further, it is assumed that sufficient heat is 
removed in the cooler to result in a constant temperature in the cold 








Fig. 21. Idealized Model of Flow Loop 
for Numerical Calculations 
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that neither the pressure surges nor the temperature feedback through 
the system contributed significantly to the mechanism which maintains 
the slow oscillations. Consequently, both the pressure surge and 
temperature feedback effect are eliminated from the numerical model, 
which also considerably reduces the calculation time. The electrical 
energy input to the heater walls is allowed to vary only with time, 
generally remaining constant throughout the solution except possibly 
for an initial step change. The fluid exchanges heat with the tube 
walls around the loop, except in the cold leg where thermal equili-
brium is assumed. The heat transfer coefficient is assumed to vary 
with the 0.8 power of the mass flow rate. At selected intervals, the 
ratio of the heat transfer coefficient to the mass flow term may be 
changed stepwise in the heater, so that the experimentally observed 
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wall temperature behavior is approximately duplicated. This results 
in a time varying rate of energy transfer to the fluid, even though 
the heater electrical power is constant. 
'" 
The loop is considered to be arbitrarily divided into n segments 
along the axial length and numbered consecutively with index j. A 
variable subscripted with j ' j+l, j+l/2, refers to the value of that 
variable at the beginning of, end of, or midpoint of the jth axial 
A variable subscripted with j+l also - refers to the condi-segment. 
tions at the beginning of the j+l_th axial S'egment as well as at the 
end of the jth segment. Similarly the time is considered to be arbi-
trarily divided into increments. A variable superscripted with i, 
i+l, i+l/2, refers to the value of the variable at the beginning of, 
end of, or midpoint of the ith time interval. 
Transient Calculations 
The derivatives in Eqs. (6.3), (6.6) and (6.12) are replaced by 
finite difference approximations. Care must be taken when evaluating 
any type of problem by numerical methods, but particularly for in-
stability studies, that a numerical instability does not introduce 
spurious variations in the solution. These numerical instability con-
siderations impose certain restrictions on the selection of allowable 
time and space increments, which depend upon which, of the many avail-
able, differencing methods are employed. It has been found (70), for 
second order equations, that the solution is unconditionally stable, 
i.e., the solution does not depend upon the length of time step used, 
if the space derivatives are at least partially evaluated at the new 
time step. This method, known a!il implicit differencing, was used in 
the present analysis whenever pc;:,ssibie. 
The energy Eq. (6.3) may be approximated by 
. ~hi+l - hf-1 + hf+l - h~ . [h1+1 -




= ( .. , i+l/2 q j-1/2 (6.14) 
wher.e p1_112 is the density evaluated at 1/2 lh1 + h1-i) 
and (q'i ') 1~~~; is defined by Eq. (6. 24). This differencing scheme, 
which,is numerically stable for any size time step, is essentially the 
"box method" of Reference 71. It permits evaluation of the value of 
I 
enthalpy at axial position, .j, and. time i+l in terms of known val\,les, 
I 
if the value of enthalpy at axial position j-1 and time i+l is known 






= h. 1 + J-
a = 
(h~ - h~+l) J J-1 . 
2( "')i+l/2 (At)i 
q j-1/2 




Analysis of the numerical results revealed an undesirable feature 
f h . d'ff ' h d Wh 1 1 ' hi+l b E (6 15) o t is i erencing met o • en ca cu a ting . y q. • . , an 
J 




hj-l caused to increase. This was particularly noticeable and 
undesirable in the riser, where utilization of Eq. (6.15) resulted in 
calculating that a -step inc-rease in power input .. resulted in a rel a-
tively hot mass of fluid flowing up the riser which was preceded by 
a.relatively colc;l mass. In order to avoid this situation,.ancither 
difference approximation to the energy equation was employed, in 
which the enthalpy space derivative was evaluated at time.i+l, and 
the enthalpy time derivative was evaluated at position j, 
( .. "·') i+l/2 (At) i q . · j-1/2 · 
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= 
1 i a i+l 
1 + a hj + 1 + a hj-1 + · i · (6.17) 
p j-1/2 (l+a). 
where a is defined by Eq. (6.16). 
The enthalpy distribution was ·calculated in.the heater by 
Eq, (6.15) and in the riser by Eq. (6.17) which eliminated the pre-
viously mentioned f"cold bank'' effect. Results ,ef this method did not 
vary over 1 percent from ut:Uizing Eq.. (6 .17) .in both sections, so the 
choice is somewhat arbitrary. Because of the experimentally deter,-
mined boundary condition that the heater inlet temperature did not' 
vary significantly during the slow oscillations, the enthalpy distri-
bution around the loop at time i+l can be deJ::ermined from Eq. (6.15) 
or· (6 .17) starting from: the heater inlet. This. eliminates one of the 
undesirable features of the implicit differencing method which ordi-
narily requires the solution of n simultaneous equatio11s by one of 
the-shortcut methods which have been developed. 
When the enthalpy distribution around the loop is -known at time 
i+l,, from Eq. (6.15) or (6.17) the density distribution can be ob-
tained from the tabulated property relationships. This permits 
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A simple means to find allowable time steps for Eq. (6,18) has not been 
found, However, the use of this differencing methed has not resulted 
in numerical instability for reasonably large time steps. The pro-
cedure used to check for stability was. to cempare solutiop,s made with 
various time steps for cenvergence. If the solutions did.not depend 
appreqiably upon the. time step used, they were assumed to be numeri- .. 
cally stable. 
Equation (6.12) is approximated.by, 
(At)i ( , i+l/2 qe) j+l/2 
------------~ + 
[ (p cpA) ] 
w j+l/2 
S(Tb)i + (1-S)(T )i 
j+l/2 w j+l/2 






KP c .A) J . 
L p w j+112 
(6.23) 
For numerical stability, it is necessary that S < 1, which only re-
quired that the time increments be less than about three seconds in 
the_ present case. The heat transfer rate to the-fluid is calculated 
by Eq. (6 .24), 
( 111>1+1/2 
q j+l/2 = 
i+l/2 [ i+l i ] 
1rHj+l/2 D_ (Tw)j+l/2 - (Tb)j+l/2. 
A 
for use in Eq. (6.15) or (6.17). 
Steady-State Calculations 
(6.24). 
Besides a given i_nlet enthalpy and electrical heating power 
history, the transient calculations requ,i.re an initial estimate of 
the mass flow rate G1 and enthalpy distribution h~, j = l; 2, ••• n. 
J 
The choice of these initial values is arbitrary, and depends upon the 
physical nature of the problem being considered; Perhaps the most 
obvious, although impractical, choice would be to start with zero 
flow, zero power, and thermal-equilibrium around the loop and study 
the resulting transient behavior as th_e power is slowly increased. 
The proc~dure followed was to assume,that the loop was initially 
operating under steady-st:ate conditions at a given power and inlet 
enthalpy. The steady-:--state flow rate and enthalpy distributi,on were 
calculated by an iterative procedure pescribed below and used as 
initial values in the transient calcµl.ations, 
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The steady-state values could also have been.obtained; but at 
the expense of computer time, from any initially assumed values by 
executing the transient calculations until the initial transients 
were dissipated. If the heating power and heat transfer coefficients 
were not changed, the loop would then continue to operate stably. 
For steady-state operation, all time derivatives in the conser-
vation equations vani&h, Integrating Eq. (6.3) across the heater, 
with the aid of (6.12) and (6.13), results in 
= 






giving the fluid enthalpy rise across the heater for a given power 
and flow rate. For space invariant electrical heating, the enthalpy 
increase is linear.with axial distance, z, in the heater permitting 
the enthalpy distribution to be calculated. The enthalpy in the 
channels between the heater and cooler is constant for steady-state 
operation, and the fluid enthalpy decreases linearly in the cooler by 
the amount given by Eq. (6,25). 
The steady-state iteration consists.of assuming a value for the 
mass flow rate G; calculating the enthalpy distribution by the pro-
cedure described in the preceding paragraph; evaluating the density 
distribution and the property relationships and then calculating an 
improved value for G from Eq. (6.10) and (6.11). The iteration 
proceeds until the improved value for G doe.s not vary from the pre-
viously ca,lculated valu~ of G by more than a prescribed amount 
(usually 0.5 percent). Only 2 to 6 iterations are required for 
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reasonable initial values •. · 
The wall temperatures do not affect the steady-state flow itera-
tions, since for equilibrium·conditions, the heat transfer rate to the 
fluid in the heater equals the electrical power to the heater walls, 
as can be deduced from Eq. (6.12) and Eq. (6.13).. After the steady-
state flow rate and enthalpy distribution has been determined, the 
bulk.temperature distribution can be determined from the enthalpy dis-
tribution and the property relationships. The initial wall temperature 
distribution can then be calculated ·from Eq. (6.12), 
(T) 1 
· w j+l/2 
= (6.26) 
The numerical solution consists of determining an initial steady-
state cc;mdition by the iteration method just described,_ and then 
evaluating the loop response to a step change in electrical power in-
put or in the heat transfer coefficient. The problem was programmed 
for solution on an IBM 3600 digital comp1,1ter, using the program.listed 
.in Reference 28 as a guide for the programming techniques. The com-
plete program is listed in Appendix C. 
Results of Numerical Calculations 
The general type of mathematical model which was described in the 
previous sectic;ms has be~n used, with fair succe1:1s, to calculate 
transient behavior in parallel boi],.ing chanD;els (40) when the time 
rate of change in channel vapor content was not too large. l;t has 
also .been used with good.success by Alstad, et al.,(68) in c~lculating 
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the.transient behavior of a.single-phase natural circulation loop. 
Harden (28) used essentially the same mathematical model, but 
with different differencing techniques, and neglected the heat capa-
city of the heater walls which resulted in a constant heat transfer 
rate to the fluid when the electric power was constant. His solution 
exhibited sustained flow oscillations of small amplitude below the 
pseudocritical temperature at constant power input. 
Since these results were contrary to those. observed in the pres-
ent tests and to what one would logically expect from the mathematical 
model, i.e., the flow oscillations should quickly damp' out due to 
natural dissipative forces following a disturbanc~ in heat input to 
the fluid, Harden's solution was carefully examined~ It was found 
that the solution depended upon the time step employed, and that the 
calculated enthalpy distribution was extremely erratic 1 i.e., follow-
ing a step increase in heat input, the enthalpy declined substantially 
at certain nodes even in the heater. This indicated that the sus-
tained oscillations resulted from a.numerical instability, and were 
not representative of the physical system. With the same initial con-
ditions, geometry, property relationships, and frictional pressure 
drop correlation, but utilizing the implicit differencing technique 
shown in Eq. (6.15), the solution converged smoothly to a steady-
state value following a disturbance. This example illustrates the 
caution which must be exercised when utilizing numerical methods in 
instability studies to ensure that the results are valid. 
The calculated effect of increasing the electrical power stepwise 
from 4 kw to 8 kw is shown in Fig. 22. The flow rate approached 
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equilibrium after only a few damped oscillations about the final. 
equilibrium position, as did the wall temperature and the. outlet bulk 
temperature. Similar calculations were made for a range of inlet 
bulk temperatures up to the pseudocritical temperature. There was no 
tendency for sustained oscillations to develop·· at. these conditions •. 
The variation of the flow rates following the step electrical.power 
increase is shown in Figs. 23 and.24 for inlet teI1,1peratures ranging 
from 200° to 300°F. It was found that the damped-oscillation period 
compared quite closely with those observed experimentally at similar 
inlet temperatures. The period decreased with increasing inlet 
temperatures as was observed experimentally, and as predicted by the 
method described in Appendix B. As the pseudocritical temperature was 
approached, the mas~ flow rate decreased with increased inlet temper-
atures. At higher temperatures, the low undamped natural frequency 
(Appendix B) caused the. system to become first critically, and then 
overdamped · (T. = 296. 2 and 299. 5). In all of these re.spects, the . l. 
agreement between the calculated results and the observed experimental 
behavior was quite good. 
The. results of the same type of calculation as described above, 
but for oper.ation with the upper hor~zontal coole,:-, is illustrated in 
Fig. 25. The higher mass flow rate introdu.ced sufficient additional 
damping so that the oscillatory behavior was much less ext.reme than 
for similar operation with the vertical co.oler (Fig. 22). Also it is 
seen that the horizontal cooler caused a lenger oscillation period as 
is predicted. by the method of Appendix B. These results furnish an 
explanation for the relatively low fLow amplitudes but relatively · 
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large pressure surges illustrated in Fig. 19. 
In order to simulate the experimentally observed "boiling-like" 
behavior, the ratio of the heat transfer coefficient to the mass 
flow term (H/G008) was given a step increase, sufficient to approxi-
mately duplicate the experimentally observed wall temperatures. 
After a given time the ratio was then changed stepwise back to its 
initial value. The results of increasing the ratio by 60 percent for 
two seconds is shown in Fig. 26. The "boiling-like" behavior was re-
peated four times in phase with the flow oscillations. It is seen 
that a pe~iodic and sustained oscillation developed, in response to 
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the imposed forcing function. These calculated results should be 
compared with the experimental results shown in Fig. 15, which are 
at a similar inlet temperature, and with Fig. 13, which are at a 
lower inlet temperature, but which illustrate the heat transfer im-
provements in phase with the flow oscillations, and the rapid decay 
of the oscillations when the heat transfer improvements terminated. 
The reasonably good agreement substantiates the hypothesis that the 
heat transfer improvement was a dominant factor in triggering and 
maintaining the slow oscillations. 
At higher bulk temperatures up to the pseudocritical, the effect 
of the heat transfer improvement on the flow was more pronounced, 
while the outlet bulk temperature was affected less. Figure 27 illus-
trates this behavior. The frequency increase with temperature is also 
300 
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Fig. 27. Calculated Behavior of Slow Oscillations; 
Higher Inlet Temperatures 
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evident, when compared with Fig. 26. 
At lower temperatures, the heat transfer improvement caused a 
relatively large outlet bulk temperature increase, while the flow 
rate varied less as shown in Fig. 28. This figure should be compared 
with Fig. 9. Although the temperature level was less in Fig. 9 and 
the "boiling-like" behavior was of a more sustained nature, the simi-
larity is apparent. 
The simulation of the 11boiling-like11 behavior by the step 
changes could be modified so as to make the changes less abrupt, par-
ticularly during the "boiling" termination, in order to match the ex-
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which was used is sufficient.to demonstrate the importance of the 
wall temperature variaticm in triggering and maintaining the slow 
oscillation.s. Including the effect of the pressure and mass flaw 
variation with time and distance, which wauld involve ~onsiderably 
more ,effort, co.uld also result in .a better match ,of the data. The 
agreement between the .calculated ·and experimenta~ results was judged 
to. be. sufficiently close so as to not warrant such an effort in the 
present investigation. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Two distinct types of oscillatory behavior were observed during 
the tests. Pressure and flow oscillations occurred with pulk temper.,. 
atures below the pseudocritical and with heater wall temperatures ex.,. 
ceeding the pseudocritical. Hence, during the oscillatory behavior, 
the fluid in the heated boundary layer was at least partly in tµe 
pseudovapor state while the bulk of. the fluid was in the pseudo liquid 
state. The fluid temperature equalled the pseudocritical temperature 
at some point in the heated boundary layer during the oscillations. 
The. basic cause of both types of oscillatory behavior appears to 
have originated in the heated boundary layer. An c;nalytical .solution 
to this type of problem is beset with many of the difficulties which 
have prevented a satisfactory solution of the analogous subcritical 
boiling instability problem. For one thing, the nebulous behavior of 
the viscosity and thermal conductivity at the pseudocritical temper-
ature must be cousid~red, Also it is highly likely that nonequilib-
rium conditions .are involved, .similar to the "superheat" required to 
initiate nucleate boiling. This lack of equilibrium may have contri-
buted to the suddenly decreased wall temperatures, which is referred 
to as a "boiling,-like" phenomenon in the thesis. Despite the rather 
complex nature of. the cause of the oscillations, the oscillations 
111 
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themselves are shown to be special examples of c<;>mm.only encquqtered · 
behavior. 
The first type of oscillation was of an acoustic nature, exhibit-
ing harmonic pres·stire and' flow .oscillations in the frequency range of 
5 to 30 cps. The acoustic oscillations are believed ·.to have been 
initiat,ed by. a local disturbance, which resuJ,ted in pressure waves 
being propa,gated at .sonic spee.d away from the disturbance.. In the 
cons·tant diameter design employed .during the present tests, the. 
pressure wave traversed the closed loop, returning to the point of 
disturbance diminished by the external acoustic damping. If the ,dis-
turbance. pad originated in a small diameter heated se·ctien, such as 
has been employed. in other tests repoi;-ted .in the literature, the 
pressure wave would.have been reflecteq. at the ends of the small dia-
meter section, returning to the point .of disturb.ance in a relatively 
shorter time. In order for the oscillation to.have been maint:ained~ 
it is necessary that a mech~ism existed such that, the acoustic. 
pressure wave was reinforced· upon passing a given point in the sys'tem. 
In addition, the acoustic. damping could. net .have been .so large so as 
to have dissipated the pressure wave before it returned to this given 
point. The introduction of acoustic.damping would.provide a.means 
for eliminating this type of oscillation. 
A mechanism which would cause the acoustic pressure wave to be 
reinforced is postulated. Since the .fluid in the heated boundary 
layer was in a pseudovapor. state, a pressure wave passing the heat.ed 
surface would have tended. to cqmpress the bo1,1ndary layer, ~mprove the 
thermal conductivity, and cause an .increased heat. transfer rate from 
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the wall to the fluid. A rarefaction wave passing the heated surface 
would have caused the boundary.layer to expand, the thermal-conductiv-
ity to decrea_se and res.ulted ·in a decreased heat transfer rate to the 
fluid. This pressure dependent heat transfer rat_e would have caused 
a resonant acoustic oscillati<m to have been maintained. 
When the outlet bulk temper.ature was slightly below the pseudo-
critical temperature, .a different type of oscillation was observed. 
This type of oscillation was charac_terized .by a frequency. two orders 
of magnitude slower than -the sonic oscillations.· The frequency o~ 
the acoustic,oscillations decreased with temperature while the fre-
quency of.the slow type increased-with temperature. Occasionally 
both types of oscillations occurred simultaneously, whichfurther 
verified that they were of -a distinct nature. Ins·tead of acoustic 
pressure waves traversing the· loop, the slow type of oscillation may · 
be described by considering the fluid in the loop as a solid body per-
forming a mechanical vibration about the equilibrium position. 
The data indicate that this type of oscillation was initiated 
and SU.Stained· by a sudden improvement of the heat tran,sfer coefficient,. 
which is· attribute.cl to. the occurrence of a. "boiling-like" phenomenon. 
in the supercritical fluid. The heat transfer coefficient improvement 
resulted in a sudden drep of .the wall temperature, less energy stored 
in the heater wall:, and an increased heat transfer rate to .the fluid. 
from the wall, even though the electrical heating powerremained.con-
stan~. An approximate numerical solution, which· closely matched the 
experimentally observed results during the slow oscillations; verified 
the importance ef the heat transfe.r improvement in triggerinp and . 
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maintaining the oscillations.· Varying the heat transfer coefficient 
so as to appro~imately duplic.ate the observed wall temperature be-
havior resulted in sustained ·flow oscillations, whose. amplitude and 
frequency closely matched the experimental results. 
The_ assumptions which_ were made to simplify the numerical solu-
tion prevented this model from duplicaj;ing the experimentally observed 
acoustic oscillatiOtl-S. It is estimated _that a more general model, 
theoreUcally capablE;? of predicting t,he acoustic. oscillations as well 
as not .. requi,ring empirical friction factor or heat: trB;nsfe-r coefficient 
! 
corl;"elations, would have increased ,the computer t:i;,me- by at least four, 
orders of magnitude. Such a solution would be no better than the. 
property data. which is available, and would have -to account for the 
nonequilibrium effects. 
Bo-th· the acoustic and slow type of oscillation also occur during 
subcritical boiling· heat transfer. Generally, the acoustic type has 
been considered of secondary interest, but_ a large amount of attention. 
has been focused on the .seco1;1.d·type due to its importance in rtuclear 
reactor applications. Despite the. large effort, the boiling insta-
bility is still not well understood, perhaps because of the lack 0£ 
a satisfactory physical explanation of the phenomenon. It has been· 
found that the subcritical boiling. instability oc;curs only when the . 
subcooling of.the fluid entering the test section is .in a definite 
rc:J.nge. The boiling instability does not occur if the inlet _fluid is 
sat4rated or only sl:i,ghtly subcooled, which implies. that ·the mechanism .. 
by which nucleate boiling is initiated may be an important contributing 
factor.to the boiling instability. The results of the present 
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supercritical studies contribute an insight inte the physical nature 
ef the instabilities which sh<mld be applicable for both subcritical 
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APPENDIX A 
CALCULATING PRESSURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO PRESSURE TAPS 
DUE TO THEIR ABSOLUTE PRESSURE PHASE VARIATION 
DURING ACOUSTIC OSCILLATIONS 
Consider a closed loop in which a resonant acoustic oscillation 
is maintained, such that a traveling pressure wave is traversing the 
loop at the speed of sound in one direction only. This is the type 
of behavior observed experimentally during the tests. In order to 
evaluate the pressure dlfference between two pressure taps, such as 
those on a venturi, which is caused by the phase variation of the 
absolute pressure at these locations, the following analysis is pre-
sented. 
The pressure distribution due to the traveling pressure wave.of 
amplitude P, frequency f, and wave length A, may be expressed as, 
p (x, t) P sin 21r(ft-x/A) (A,·l) 
where the origin of x is suitably chosen so as to satisfy the 
initial condition. The pressure difference between the pressure.taps, 
whose axial positions are x1 and x 2 is, 
= 
(A" 2) 
Thus, the pressure difference due to the phase variation also e*hibits 
a harmonic oscillation with the sam.e frequency as that of the absolute 
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pressure, and with an amplitude of: 
When the distance, x2-x1 , between the taps is much less than the wave 
length, the ratio of the differential pressure to the absolute pres-
sure amplitude is approximately, 
1:J.p/P (A. 3) 
Using appropriate experimental values, this ratio for the venturi is 






This low value demonstrates that the relatively severe venturi dif-
ferential pressure oscillations were partially, but not entirely due 
to the pressure phase effect. Experimentally determined values of 
this ratio exceeded the value calculated above by up to a factor of 
4 for the present tests and by an order of magnitude in Reference 28. 
APPENDIX B 
UNDAMPED NATURAL FREQUENCY OF A CLOSED HEAT TRANSFER LOOP 
It has been noted that the frequency of oscillation during many 
reported instances of boiling instability was comparable to the un-
damped natural frequency of the system considered as a vibrating 
solid body. The comparison was made for systems with free surfaces 
and flow paths which could be considered analogous to a U-tube manom-
eter. The purpose of the following analysis is to evaluate the un-
damped natural frequency of a closed flow loop with no free surfaces 
vibrating as a solid body about an equilibrium position. 
Consider the sys tern shown i.n Fig. 2 9, in which the heater and 
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Fig. 29. Idealized Model of 
Heat Transfer Loop 
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cooler are represented as point heat sources, and the connecting tub-
ing is filled with a fixedamount of fluid with density_p 1 and p2• 
The loop approaches an equilibrium condition such that the density 
head (p 2-p1) Z balances the steady-state frictiond head F s ._ If the 
system_ is disturbed from this initial equilibrium position by an 
amount, z, the fluid may perform a damped os.cillation about the 
equilib~ium condition or may approach the equilibrium condition 
asympt(;)tically; depending upon the loop parameters. 
applying Newton's second law to the idealized system results j.n 
the equation, 
- L u 
p ;- z + F(t) +-;- (p1-p 2) (Z-2z) = 0 
c c 
(B. l) 
-·. which may also be derived from Eq. (6.6) by letting G(t) = G. + p z. . s 
The frictional pressure drop F may be considered as the sum of a. 
steady-state and a,transient component; 
F(t) =. F + F' 
s 
Since F + _g_ (p -p ) Z 
s g 1 2 c . 
= O, Eq. (B.l) reduces to 
.e1, z + F' + 2 __g_ (p -p) z = 0 
gc gc 2 1 
(B. 2) 
(B. 3) 
Eq. (B.3) is a second order di.fferential equation such as is fre-
quently encountered in mechanical or electrical vibration problems. 
The µndamped natural frequency of such a system is 
f (B,4) 
The frequency of a physical system is less than the undamped 
natural frequency due to the effects of the system's damping. The 
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frequency will also be affected by the enthalpy transport and wall .. 
temperature effects~ Due to the nonlinear characteristics of the 
physical problem, these effects are best handled by methods such as 
those employed in Chapter 6. Nevertheless, Eq. (B.4) gives an order 
of magnitude estimate of the frequencies which should be expected 
from this type of oscillation. The experimentally determined fr.e-
quencies during the slow oscillations were 50 to 70 percent of the 
value calculated by Eq.. (B. 4). The difference is believed to be due 
to the system. damping. 
The model may be used to estimate the effects of .geometry on 
the frequency of the oscillations. For instance, if the cooler were 
located in the upper horizontal section, rather than on a vertical 
leg, the coefficient of z in Eq. (B.3) would be reduced by 1/2 and 
result in calculating an undamped natural freq~ency which was re-
duced by a factor of~. The experimental results and values cal-
culated by the method of Chapter 6 tended to show such a decrease. 
The loop schematic shown.in Fig. 30 represents the geom:etry of 
the University of Minnesota flow loop. The experimental results 
from this loop exhibited periods in the hundreds of seconds, which 
are at least .an order of magnitude greater than results from.other 
loops (43,68,72). It can be shown by an analysis sim:i,lar to the 
above that.this effect is due to the geometry, The loop shown_ in 
Fig •. 30 has a horizontal cooler, and. a heater with a large cross 
sectional area A inclined at an angle 9 of 22,5° _with the horizontal, 
all of which contribute to a low frequency. The displacement z1 in 





Fig. 30. Schematic of Minnesota Heat Transfer Loop 
in the heater by 
(B.5) 
Applying Newton's second law to the mass of fluid m2 in the heater and 
the mass m1 in the tubing of area a 
m2 - z + F' + A _g_ (p ~p) Sine z2 = g 2 g 2 1 
c c 
which simplifies to 
for which the undamped natural frequency is, 
f 
m 





0 (B. 7) 
(B.8) 
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The calculated undamped natural frequency -for the loop, at the ccmdi-
tions described by Als.tad, et al., (68) is about 45 percent of the 
experimentally determined value, which is consistent with the results 
observed for the present tests. Consequently, _the geometry factors 
which are considered-in this analysis can account for the relatively 
large periods characteristic of this apparatus. 
In their numerical analysis of this loop, Garlid, Amundson and 
Isbin (72) neglected the inclinatiqn of the heater element. Their 
calculated frequencies were larger than the observed frequencies by 
nearly.a factor of two_which was attributed to the small number of 
subdivisions in their mixing-cell model. However, Eq. (B. 8) shows 
that neglecting the inclination would result in a larger frequency 
-1/2 by a factor of (Sin 8) = 1. 64 ,. which accounts for a large 
proportion of the reported deviation. 
APPENDIX C 
DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM 
PROGRAM HTTRLP 
C TRANSIENT HEAT TRANSFER LOOP 
DIMENSION RHOl38),ENT(38),TEMP(38),HTTRC0(38),TFLUID(4,51), 
1FILMC0(4,51),TWALL(2,51),SPA(4),SIZE(4),ITEST(4),DEL(4), 
2DELZ(4),NSPA(4) 1 HB(4,51),H(4,51J,HBAR(4,51J,HBBAR(4,51J,HNU(4,51J, 
3RHOBAR(lOOOJ,GBAR(lOOOJ,P(l000),F(l000),HOUT(lOOOJ,TOUT(l0001, 


















READ INPUT TAPE 7,2,BR1,BR2, BR3, BR4,DM,DN,V 
READ INPUT TAPE 7,2,AFLOW,DIA,RCAkL 
00151=1,4 




L=NSPA( I J 






17 READ INPUT TAPE 7,2,QCHNG,DELT,TMAX,HTEST,HRATIO 
READ INPUT TAPE 7,5,EL,TCHNG,DELTNU,ITSUP 
READ INPUT TAPE 7,2,(T(IJ,I=l,7) 
18 H(4,1J=HIN 
L=NSPA(4) 
DO 19 J=l,L 
H(4,J+lJ=HIN 
19 HBAR(4,J)=HIN 
195 DO 50 1=1,3 
If(ITEST(l))40,30,20 
20 DEL(IJ=QBYA/SPA(I)/GBAR(l) 
H( 1, lJ=HIN 
L=NSPA(I) 
DO 25 J=l,L 
H(l,J+l)=H(I,J)+DEL(I) 
25 HBAR(I,JJ=(H(I,Jl+H(l,J+l))/2.0 
HLAST=H( I, L+l) 
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GO TO 50 
30 H(l,U=HLAST 
L=NSPA(I) 
DO 35 J=l,L 
H(I,J+l)=HLAST 
35 HBAR(I,J)=HLAST 









GO TO 55 
53 NN=3 
55 DO 100 I=l,NN 
L=NSPA(I) 
60 DO 65 J=l,L 
CALL INTER (HBAR(I,J),RBAR(I,J),TFLUIO(I,J),FILMCO(l,J)) 
63 IF(RBAR(I,J))90,65,65 
65 CONTINUE 
GO TO 100 
90 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,92,IPROB,1,J,HBAR(I,Jl 
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92 FORMAT(l7Hl IN PROBLEM 16,3H H(I2,1H,I2,4H) = 1PE12.5,37H WHIC 
lH EXCEEDS THE VALUE OF THE TABLEI 
GO TO (150,3401,11 
100 CONTINUE 
101 RHOBAR(K) =O. 
DELP(K)=O. 








GO TO 130 
120 IF (HBBARII,J)-BR2)130,121,121 
121 IF IHBBAR(l,Jl-BR3)125,122,122 

















L=NSPA ( l) 




154 TWALL (2,J) = TfLUI0(2,J) 
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156 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,160,IPROB,IPRES,QBYA,QCHNG,OELT,ITER,GBAR(l), 
lDELP(l),RHOBAR(l),EM,HLAST,HIN 
160 FORMAT(29HlTRANSIENT HEAT T~ANSFER LOOP59X8HPROBLEM l6//7X llH 
!PRESSURE= 16,8X6HQ/A = El2.5,8Xl0HQCHANGE = El2.5,8XlOHOELTA T = 
2F6.3//9X9HITERATION8X4HGBARllX7HOELTA P9X6HRHOBAR13XlHMl3X5HHOUT 
313X5HHIN //114,E20.5,5El6.5//) 
161 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE6, 162 
162 FORMAT(6HO J5X9HHBAR(l,J)3XllHRHOBARll,J)4XlOHTWALL(l,J)3X 
lllHTFLUID(l,J)//) 
L=NSPA(l) 
DO 165 J=l,L 




















GO TO 2119 
2118 HINCR=l.O 
2119 CONTINUE 
DO 231 1=1,2 
lf(ITEST(l)l212,215,212 
212 QOVERA=QBYA 
GO TO 220 
215 QOVERA=O. 
HINCR =1.0 
220 CONST =DELT•QOVERA•AFLOW/RCAWL/SIZEII) 
BETA=3.14159•0IA•OELT/RCAWL•HINCR 
L=NSPAll) 
















230 L=NSPA ( I) 
HNU(l+l,l)=HNU(l,L+l) 
231 CONTINUE 
DO 233 I=l,2 
L=NSPA( IH-1 







DO 2335 J=l,L 
2335 H(3,J+l)=H(3,J)-OEL(3) 
00 239 1=1,3 
L=NSPA( I J 





2360 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,2361 
2361 fORMAT(35HOHEATER WALL AND FLUID TEMPERATURES// 
134 
1 4HO K6X3HJ=l8XlH28XlH38XlH4 
28XlH58XlH68XlH78XlH88XlH97X2Hl07X2Hll7X2Hl2//) 




GO TO 53 
235 PlK)=TfLUl0(2,18) 
N=NSPA(l)+l 







260 GMAX(IGMAX J=GBAR(K-1) 
GMAXT(IGMAX)=TIME(K)-DELT 
GSIGN=-1. 






GO TO 300 
282 LL=K-1 
277 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,278 
278 FORMAT(35HO TRANSIENT ANALYSIS RESULTS//6X4HTIME7X4HGBAR8X 
17HOELTA P9X6HRHOBAR8Xl2HTFLUl0(2,18)6X5HH OUTllX5HT OUT9X5HTWALL/) 
DO 279 L = KK,LL,ITSUP 
279 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,4,TIME(LJ,GBAR(L),OELP(LJ,RHOBAR(LJ,PCLJ, 
lHOUT(L),TOUT(LJ,WALLTCL) 
kRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,4,TIME(K),GBAR(KJ,DELPCKJ,RHOBARlKJ,P(K), 
lHOUT(KJ,TOUT(KJ,WALLT(K) 
KK=K+l 
GO TO (304,400),JJ 
400 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,401 
401 FORMATC23HO TIME14X4HGMAX15X4HTIME14X4HGMIN//J 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,402,lGMAXT(J),GMAX(Jl,GMINT(J),GMINlJ),J=l, 
XIGMAX) 
402 FORMAT(OPF23.4,1PE21.6,0PF16.4,1PE21.6) 
GO TO 10 
300 IF(TMAX-TIMElKl)3000,3000,301 
3000 JJ=2 





GO TO 282 
304 DEL T=DEL TNU 
305 K=K+l 
TIME(Kl=TIME(K-l)+OELT 
GO TO 211 
340 JJ=2 
GO TO 282 
END 
135 
SUBROUT INET ABLE 
O IMENS IONE NT ( 38), RHO ( 38), TEMP ( 38) ,HTTRCO ( 38) 
COMMONENT,RHO,TEMP,HTTRCO 
ENTU)=56.0 
ENT( 2) =58. 0 
ENT(3)=60.0 
ENT( 4) =62. 0 
ENT( 5) =64. 0 
ENT( 6) =66. 0 
ENT(7)=68.0 
ENT( 8) =70. 0 
ENT( 9) =72. 0 
ENT(l0)=74.0 
ENT( 11) =76. 0 
ENT(l2)=78.0 
ENT( 13) =80.0 






















































RH0(30) =18. 00 


















TEMP( 11 )=261.9 


























TEMP (38) =384. 9 





HTTRCO ( 5) =O. 0013 
















































































Tests to determine if loop has been 
divided into space increments 
Test J;:o .determine whether to perform 
transient calculations 
Electrical power/cross-sectional flow 
-area. 
Heater inlet enthalpy 
Initial estimate of mass flow rate 
Steady-state mass flow rate convergence 
criterion 
Axial distance from heater inlet to 
upper corner above heater· 
Axial distance from heater inlet to 
upper corner above ,cooler 
Axial distance from beater inlet to. 
lower corner below cooler 
Axial distance from heater inlet to 
tower corner below heater 
Constant. derived from Eq. ( 6 .11) 
Constant. derived from Eq. (6.11) 
Volume of .loop 
Cro.ss-sectional flow area 
Diameter 
























0.236 ft 3 



























Program Nomenclature (Contd.) 
Number of space increments-~n heater. 
Length of heater 
Identifies heater 
Number of space increments in riser 
Length .of riser 
Identifies riser 
Number of space increments in cooler 
Length of c0oler 
Identif~es cooler 
Number of space increments.in downcomer 
Length of downcomer 
Iden ti fies downcomer 
Change of QBYA 
Time increment 
Total proble~ time 
Test to determine whether to print 
out supplementary data 
Ratio by which H/GO.S is increased to 
simulate "boiling-like 11 · behavior 
Loop length 
Tests whet.her time increment is to 
be changed 
.Ne~ value of time increment 
Specifies number of time increments 

















Btu/sec ft 2 
0.1 sec 
































Program Nomenclature (Contd.) 
Example 
Input Data. 
/G0.8 . The program causes H to increase 47,5 sec 
by a factor of HRATIO from Oto T (7), 31.3 sec 
T (3) to T (6), T (2) to T (5), and T (1) 15.1 sec 
to T (4) seconds in order to simulate 49.5 sec 
4 cycles of the "boiling-like" events. 33.3 sec 
Setting these values equal to 0.0 bypasses 17,1 sec 





Number of steady-st;.ate iterations 
Mass flow rate per unit area 
Density head 
Average density of fluid in loop 
Mass of fluid in loop 
Heater outlet enthalpy 
Heater inlet enthalpy 



















Btu/lb . m 
Output 
Variable Name .. 
RHO BAR (1,J) 
TWALL· ( 1,J) 
TFLUID (1,J) 
Tl:ME 





Program Nomenclature (Contd.) 
Average density of jth heater increment 
Wall ,temperature of jth heater increment 
Bulk temperature· of 'j th hea.ter increment 
Time 
Bulk temperature of 18th increment _in 
riser 
Heater outlet bulk temperature 
Wall temperature at heater.exit, 
Maximum val~e of GBAR 
Minimum .. value,:of GBAR 
141 







lb /sec ft 2 m 
·· 1b /sec .ft2 m 













En.thalpy (h) ef .fluid at end of spac~ increment;:. 
(This is only place in thes_is where .H dees not refer 
te heat transfer coeffi.cient). 
Enthalpy of fluid at midpoint ef space.increment. 
Enthalpy of-fluid at en.d of time increment. 
Axial distance to.end of-space increment. 
Axial distance to midpoint o{ space increment. 
Tabulated values of H/G0.8. 
Tabulated values of density. 




Program N.omenclature (Contd.) 
Tabulated ·values.of temperature. 
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